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We present and empirically implement an equilibrium labor market
search model where risk-averse workers facing medical expenditure
shocks are matched with firms making health insurance coverage de-
cisions. We use our estimated model to evaluate the equilibrium im-
pact of many health care reform proposals, including the 2010 Afford-
able Care Act (ACA). We use the estimates of the early impact of the
ACA as a model validation. We find that income-based subsidies for
health insurance premiums are crucial for the sustainability of the
ACA, while the ACA can still substantially reduce the uninsured rate
without the individual or the employer mandate.
I. Introduction
The Affordable Care Act (ACA), signed into law by President Barack
Obama in March 2010, represents the most significant reform to the US
health insurance and health care markets since the establishment of
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Medicare in 1965.1 The health care reform in theUnited States was driven
partly by two factors: first, a large fraction of the US population did not
have health insurance (close to 18% for 2009); second, the United States
spent a much larger share of the national income on health care than the
otherOrganization for Economic Cooperation andDevelopment (OECD)
countries (health care accounted for about one-sixth of the US GDP in
2009).2 There are many provisions in the ACA whose implementation
was phased in over several years, and some of the most significant changes
started taking effect from 2014. In particular, four of the most important
pillars of the ACA are as follows:3

1. Individual mandate: all individuals must have health insurance
that meets the law’s minimum standards or face a penalty when fil-
ing taxes for the year, which will be 2.5% of income or $695, which-
ever is higher.4

2. Employer mandate: employers with 50 or more full-time employ-
ees will be required to provide health insurance or pay a fine of
$2,000 per worker each year if they do not offer health insurance,
where the fines would apply to the entire number of employees
minus some allowances.
1 The ACA refers to the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) signed
into law by President Obama on March 23, 2010, as well as the amendment to the Health
Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010.

2 For a comparison between the health care systems of the United States and those
of the other OECD countries, see OECD Health Data at http://www.oecd.org/health
/healthdata.

3 Detailed formulas for the penalties associated with violating the individual and em-
ployer mandates, as well as those for the premium subsidies, are provided in sec. VIII.B.

4 These penalties were implemented fully from 2016. In 2014, the penalty was 1% of in-
come or $95, and in 2015 it was 2% of income or $325, whichever was higher. Cost-of-living
adjustments were made annually after 2016. If the least inexpensive policy available would
cost more than 8% of one’s monthly income, no penalties apply; hardship exemptions will
be permitted for those who cannot afford the cost. The individual mandate was controver-
sial, and there were numerous lawsuits challenging its constitutionality. The Tax Cut and
Jobs Act of 2017 repealed the individual mandate penalty for not having health insurance
starting in 2019.
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3. Insurance exchanges: state-based health insurance exchanges will
be established where the unemployed, the self-employed, and work-
ers who are not covered by employer-sponsored health insurance
(ESHI) can purchase insurance. Importantly, the premiums for in-
dividuals who purchase their insurance from the insurance ex-
changes will be based on the average health expenditure of those
in the exchange risk pool.5 Insurance companies that want to par-
ticipate in an exchange need to meet a series of statutory require-
ments for their plans to be designated as “qualified health plans.”

4. Premium subsidies: all adults in households with income under
138% of the federal poverty level (FPL) will be eligible for receiv-
ing Medicaid coverage with no cost sharing.6 For individuals and
families whose income is between 138% and 400% of the FPL, sub-
sidies will be provided toward the purchase of health insurance
from the exchanges.7

The ACA has faced significant political and legal challenges ever since
its enactment. Some policy proposals have attempted to repeal and re-
place the ACA, such as the American Health Care Act of 2017;8 there
are also other small-scale policy changes, which modify a part of the ACA.
An example is the eventually successful repeal of the individual mandate
in the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, which spurs active policy debates
on its long-run consequence; another example is the attempt to reduce
subsidies to health insurance premiums. These policy proposals raise im-
portant questions regarding the outcomes that may result from possible
modifications to the ACA. For example, how would the remainder of the
ACA perform if its individualmandate penalty were repealed? Are the pre-
mium subsidies necessary for the insurance exchanges to overcome the
adverse selection problem? Would the ACA be significantly impacted if
5 States that opt not to establish their own exchanges will be pooled in a federal health
insurance exchange.

6 This represented a significant expansion of the pre-ACA Medicaid system because be-
fore the ACAmany states covered adults with children only if their income was considerably
lower and did not cover childless adults at all. The US Supreme Court ruled on June 28,
2012, that the law’s provision that if a state does not comply with the ACA’s new coverage
requirements it may lose not only the federal funding for those requirements but all of
its federal Medicaid funds is unconstitutional. This ruling allows states to opt out of ACA’s
Medicaid expansion, leaving each state’s decision to participate in the hands of the nation’s
governors and state leaders. As of June 2015, 30 states (including the District of Columbia)
expanded their Medicaid coverage (see http://kff.org/health-reform). In this paper, we
will study both the full and the partial implementation of Medicaid expansion.

7 Whether individuals in states that do not establish their own exchanges who purchase
insurance from the federal health insurance exchange can receive the premium subsidies
was challenged in the US Supreme Court case King v. Burwell. The Supreme Court ruled to
allow all subsidies on June 25, 2015, on a 6-3 decision.

8 The American Health Care Act of 2017 passed in the House of Representatives but did
not pass in the Senate.
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the employermandates were removed?What would happen if the current
tax exemption status of the employer-provided insurance premium were
eliminated?
The goal of this paper is to present and empirically implement an equi-

librium model that integrates the labor market with the major feature of
theUShealth insurance systemand to use it to understand themechanisms
through which health insurance reform affects the labor market equilib-
rium, including the uninsured rate. An equilibrium model that integrates
the labor and health insurance markets is necessary for us to understand
the general equilibrium implications of the health insurance reform.
First, the United States is unique among industrialized nations in that it
lacks a national health insurance system andmost of the working-age pop-
ulation obtains health insurance coverage through ESHI. According to
Kaiser Family Foundation and Health Research and Educational Trust
(2009),more than 60%of the nonelderly population received their health
insurance sponsored by their employers, and about 10% of workers’ total
compensation was in the form of ESHI premiums.9 Second, there have
beenmany well-documented connections between firm sizes, wages, health
insurance offerings, and worker turnovers. For example, it is well known
that firms that do not offer health insurance are more likely to be small
firms, to offer lowwages, and to experience higher rates of worker turnover.
In the 1997RobertWood Johnson FoundationEmployerHealth Insurance
Survey, we find that the average firm size was about 8.8 for employers that
did not offer health insurance, in contrast to an average firm size of 33.9 for
employers that offered health insurance; the average annual wage was
$20,560 (in 1996 constantUS dollars) for workers at firms that did not offer
health insurance, in contrast to an averagewageof $29,077 at firms that did;
also, the annual separation rate of workers at firms that did not offer health
insurancewas 17.3%, while it was 15.8%at firms that did.10Moreover, in our
data sets, workers in firms that offer health insurance aremore likely to self-
report better health than those in firms that do not offer health insurance.
Our model is based on Burdett and Mortensen (1998) and Bontemps,

Robin, and van denBerg (1999, 2000).11 One of themost desirable features
9 Among those with private coverage from any source, about 95% obtained employment-
related ‘health insurance (see Selden and Gray 2006).

10 We used this data set to estimate our model in previous versions of this paper (Aizawa
and Fang 2013, 2015).

11 These models theoretically explain both wage dispersion among ex ante homoge-
neous workers and the positive correlation between firm size and wage. Moscarini and
Postel-Vinay (2013) demonstrate that the extended version of these models, which allows
for firm productivity heterogeneity and aggregate uncertainty, has very interesting but also
empirically relevant properties about firm size and wage adjustment over the business cy-
cles. Dizioli and Pinheiro (2016) also extended Burdett and Mortensen (1998) to incorpo-
rate health insurance as a productivity factor and show that firms that offer health insur-
ance are larger and pay higher wages in equilibrium.
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of thesemodels is that theyhave a coherent notionof firmsize, which allows
us to satisfactorily examine the effect of a size-dependent employer man-
date as stipulated in the ACA.We depart from these standardmodels by in-
corporating health and health insurance; thus, we endogenize the distribu-
tions ofwages andhealth insuranceprovisions, employer size, employment,
and workers’ health. In our model, workers—who differ by demographic
types, such as gender,marital status, and the presence of children—observe
their own health status, which evolves stochastically. Workers’ health con-
sists of two components, one that is observable by all, including the firms
and econometricians, and another that is observable to the worker but un-
observable to firms and econometricians. Workers’ health status affects
both their medical expenditures and their labor productivity. Health insur-
ance eliminates individuals’ out-of-pocket medical expenditure risks and
may affect thedynamics of theirhealth status. Individualsmayobtainhealth
insurance through employers (ESHI), Medicaid if eligible, spousal insur-
ance if available, or individual insurance. The uninsured individuals may
still be partially insured through other social safety net programs modeled
as a consumption floor. Both the unemployed and the employed workers
randomly meet firms and decide whether to accept their job offer with a
compensation package that consists of a wage and ESHI (if offered). Firms,
which areheterogeneous in their productivity, post compensationpackages
that include wages (which are allowed to depend on workers’ observable
health component) and ESHI offerings to attract workers. The cost of pro-
viding health insurance, which will be used to determine ESHI premiums,
is determined by both the demographic and the health composition of its
workforce, in addition to a fixed administrative cost. When deciding on
what compensation packages to offer, the firms anticipate that their choice
of compensation packages will affect the demographic and health compo-
sition of their workforce, as well as their sizes in the steady state.
We characterize the steady-state equilibriumof themodel in the spirit of

Burdett and Mortensen (1998). We estimate the parameters of the base-
line model using data from the 2004 panel of the Survey of Income and
Program Participation (hereafter, “SIPP 2004”), the 2001–7 panels of the
Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (hereafter, “MEPS 2001–7”), and the
2004–7 samples of the Kaiser Employer Health Benefit Survey (hereafter,
“Kaiser 2004–7”).12 The first two data sets are panels on worker-side labor
market status, health, and health insurance, while the third one is a cross-
sectional firm-level data set that contains information such as firm size
and health insurance coverage. Because the data on the supply side (i.e.,
12 The full name of the data set is the Kaiser Family Foundation and Health Research
and Educational Trust Survey on Health Benefits. In earlier versions of this paper (Aizawa
and Fang 2013, 2015), we used data from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Employer
Health Insurance Survey from 1997, which is the last year that it was available.
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workers) and the demand side (i.e., firms) of labormarkets come fromdif-
ferent sources, we estimate the model using the generalized method of
moments (GMM). We show that our baseline model delivers a rich set of
predictions that can qualitatively and quantitatively account for a wide va-
riety of the aforementioned phenomena observed in the data, including
the correlations among firm sizes, wages, health insurance offering rates,
turnover rates, and workers’ health compositions.
Our empirical analysis highlights various interactions between firms’

health insurance provision and workers’ health status, which helps to ex-
plain these correlations. While it is true that firms, by offering health in-
surance, can benefit from the tax exemption of the insurance premium,
they also attract more unhealthy (in the unobservable component) work-
ers among their new hires, which leads to the standard adverse selection
problem. We find that this adverse selection effect substantially reduces
the incentive of low-productivity firms to offer ESHI because they tend
to disproportionately attract more unhealthy workers. Interestingly, how-
ever, we find that the adverse selection problem is partially alleviated over
time by the positive effect of health insurance on the dynamics of the
observable health component; importantly, given our estimate of this ef-
fect on the observed health component (which is consistent with the
estimates in the health economics literature reviewed in sec. VI), we find
that this positive effect from the improvement of health status of the
workforce is captured more by high-productivity firms because of what
we term the “retention effect.” This simply refers to the fact that high-
productivity firms tend to offer more valuable compensation packages
(through the combination of higher wages andESHI) and retain workers
longer (for evidence of this mechanism, see Fang and Gavazza 2011).
These effects jointly allow our model to generate a positive correlation
between wage, health insurance, and firm size, and they moreover ex-
plain why the health status of employees covered by ESHI is better than
that of uninsuredemployees on theobservedhealth component in thedata.
We use our estimated model to examine the impact of the previously

mentioned four key components of the ACA. We find that the full imple-
mentation of the ACA would significantly reduce the uninsured rate
among the workers in our estimation sample from 21.3% in the pre-
ACA benchmark economy to about 6.6%. This large reduction of the un-
insured rate is driven mainly by an increase in the fraction of the popu-
lation purchasing individual private health insurance; specifically, in the
pre-ACA benchmark, only 3.4% purchased (unregulated) private indi-
vidual health insurance, but under the ACA, 11.2% of the population
will purchase private health insurance from the regulated health insur-
ance exchange established under the ACA with income-based premium
subsidies from the government. The fraction of the population covered
by Medicaid also increases from 5.0% in the pre-ACA environment to
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9.9% under the ACA. Also, we find a small increase in the fraction of the
population covered under one’s own ESHI or spousal insurance, from
70.3% in the pre-ACA benchmark to 72.4% under the ACA. We find that
because of the employer mandate, the health insurance offering rate for
firms with 50 or more workers increases from 93.5% in the benchmark to
98.9% under the ACA; however, the health insurance offering rate for
firms with fewer than 50 workers decreases from 48.0% in the bench-
mark to 40.0% under the ACA. The reason for the reduction in small
firms’ ESHI offering rate is that the ACA reduces the value of ESHI
for workers, particularly those with low income, because of the availabil-
ity of premium-subsidized health insurance from the regulated health
insurance exchange. This effect dominates the countervailing effect of
the ACA that it reduces—and in fact almost eliminates—the adverse selec-
tion for small firms to offer ESHI. We also find that the size-dependent
employer mandate leads to a slight increase in the fraction of firms with
fewer than 50 workers, with a small but noticeable clustering of firms with
size just below the employer mandate threshold of 50.
For the purpose of model validation, we also investigate the model’s

ability to account for the early impact of the ACA in the data. We simu-
late the impact of the ACA implemented in 2015, which differs from the
full implementation of the ACA regarding the policy scales for individual
and employer mandates, as well as Medicaid expansion. We find that, in
general, the model is able to account for the major features in the data—
specifically, the observed changes in the health insurance status of the US
population.
We further use the estimated model to evaluate a series of alternative

policies that are currently considered in policy debates. First, we investi-
gate the effect of the ACA if its individual mandate component were re-
moved, a scenario that the United States now faces from 2019 because of
the recent tax reform that repealed the individual mandate. We find that
the ACA sans the individual mandate would still achieve a significant re-
duction in the uninsured rate: in our simulation, the uninsured rate un-
der “ACA without individual mandate” would be 11.4%, significantly
lower than the 21.3% under the benchmark. The premium subsidy com-
ponent of the ACA would have in itself drawn all the unemployed (re-
gardless of their health) and the low-wage employed (again regardless
of their health) to the insurance exchange. In fact, if we were to remove
the premium subsidies from the ACA instead of the individual mandate,
we find that the insurance exchange would suffer from an adverse selec-
tion problem so severe as to render it entirely nonactive. “ACA without
premium subsidies” leads to only a small reduction of the uninsured
rate, to 15.7% from the 21.3% in the benchmark.
Interestingly, we find that under a policy of “ACA without the em-

ployer mandate,” the uninsured rate would be 7.5%, almost identical
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to that under the full ACA. We find that although firms with 50 or more
workers decrease their ESHI offering rate without the employer man-
date penalty, many of their employees obtain other health insurance. In-
terestingly, this will create a general equilibrium effect that also affects
small firms’ ESHI offering rate. Overall, the effect of the employer man-
date under the ACA is likely to be very limited.
We also simulate the effects of eliminating the tax exemption for the

ESHI premium both under the benchmark and under the ACA. We find
that the elimination of the tax exemption for the ESHI premium would
reduce but not eliminate the incentives of firms—especially the larger
ones—to offer health insurance to their workers. We find that the unin-
sured rate would increase from21.3% to 31.8%when the ESHI tax exemp-
tion is removed in the benchmark economy, and it will increase from 6.6%
to 12.4% under the ACA. We also experimented with the effect of prohib-
iting firms from offering ESHI in the post-ACA environment. We find that
it would lead to a large increase in the uninsured rate. We also find that
prohibiting firms from offering ESHI also decreases the total welfare and
increases the overall government expenditure. These results suggest that
ESHI complements—instead of hinders—the smooth operations of the
health insurance exchange.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section II, we

review the related literature; in section III, we present the model of the
labor market with endogenous determinations of wages and health in-
surance provisions; in section IV, we describe the data sets used in our
empirical analysis; in section V, we explain our identification and estima-
tion strategy; in section VI, we present our estimation results and the
goodness of fit; in section VII, we present an assessment of the main
mechanisms in our model; in section VIII, we describe the results from
several counterfactual experiments; and finally in section IX, we con-
clude and discuss directions for future research.
II. Related Literature
This paper is related to three strands of the literature. First and fore-
most, it is related to a small structural empirical literature that examines
the relationship between health insurance and labor market.13 Rust and
Phelan (1997) study the interaction between Social Security, Medicare,
and ESHI for retirement behavior in a world with incomplete markets.
More closely related to our paper, Dey and Flinn (2005) propose and es-
timate an equilibrium model of the labor market in which firms and
workers bargain over both wages and health insurance offerings to
13 See Currie and Madrian (1999) for a survey of the large reduced-form literature on
the interactions between health, health insurance, and labor market.
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examine the question of whether ESHI leads to inefficiencies in work-
ers’ mobility decisions (which are often referred to as “job lock” or “job
push” effects).14 Our primary contribution to this literature is to develop
and estimate an equilibrium model of labor and health insurance mar-
kets, which explicitly incorporates firm size, health, medical expenditure,
and realistic features of the US health insurance system, such as the
sizable presence of ESHI and Medicaid. To examine the effect of size-
dependent employer mandate, it is crucial for us to endogenize firm size
and quantitatively explain the dependence of ESHI offering on firm size,
which is not considered in the literature including Dey and Flinn (2005).
Moreover, incorporating health and medical expenditure will be crucial
to understanding the equilibrium implications of health care reforms.
The channel that worker turnover discourages a firm’s health insurance

provision is related to Fang andGavazza (2011). They argue that health is a
form of general human capital, and labor turnover and labor market fric-
tions prevent an employer-employee pair from capturing the entire surplus
from investment in an employee’s health, generating underinvestment in
health during working years and increasing medical expenditures during
retirement. In this paper, we develop an equilibrium framework that incor-
porates this channel, as well as other channels such as adverse selection,
that are known to be important factors for health insurance coverage. We
then investigate how these channels interact with each other to determine
the general equilibrium impacts of the health insurance system on insur-
ance coverage and labor market outcomes.
Second, there are a growing number of empirical analyses examining

the likely impact of the ACA, including some papers that study the Massa-
chusetts health reform implemented in 2006, which shares similar features
with the ACA. For example, Kolstad and Kowalski (2012); Hackmann, Kol-
stad, andKowalski (2012); andKolstad andKowalski (2016)use themodel-
based “sufficient statistics” approach to study the effect on medical expen-
diture, selection in insurance markets, and labor markets, respectively.
Courtemanche and Zapata (2014) found that the Massachusetts reform
improves the health status of individuals. They study these issues based
on a difference-in-differences approach and require the availability of both
pre- and postreform data sets. These approaches are very informative for
understanding the overall and likely impact of reform. By structurally esti-
mating an equilibriummodel, we complement this literature by providing
a quantitative assessment of the mechanisms generating such outcomes.
Moreover, we provide the assessment of various other counterfactual pol-
icies, such as health care reforms beyond the ACA and the removal of tax
exclusion of ESHI premiums.
14 See Gruber and Madrian (1994) and Madrian (1994) for reduced-form evidence of
job locks induced by ESHI.
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Pashchenko and Porapakkarm (2013) evaluate the ACA using a cali-
brated life-cycle incomplete-market general equilibrium model. They
consider several individual decisions, such as health insurance, consump-
tion, saving, and labor supply, but they do not model firms’ decision of
offering health insurance or the firm size distribution. Mulligan (2013,
2015) and Gallen andMulligan (2018) extensively investigate the various
labor market impacts of the ACA via its effect on marginal tax rates. We
differ from this set of papers by explicitly modeling health evolution
and medical expenditures. Handel, Hendel, and Whinston (2015) study
how regulated but competitive health insurance exchanges may affect
the welfare of participants, focusing on the trade-offs between the poten-
tial welfare loss from the adverse selection versus potential welfare gains
from insurance against reclassification risks. Their paper focuses on the
functioning of the health insurance exchange and does not consider how
the availability of the regulated exchange might impact the behavior of
the firms and subsequently affect the risk pools of the exchange itself.
In recent work, Aizawa (2019) studies optimal age-specific policies for the
ACA health insurance exchange, and Fang and Shephard (2019) study
how employee-only ESHI may emerge in the new labor market equilib-
rium under the ACA.
Third, this paper is related to a large literature estimating equilibrium

labor market search models.15 Van den Berg and Ridder (1998) and Bon-
temps,Robin, and vandenBerg (1999, 2000) empirically implementBurdett
andMortensen’s (1998) model. Hwang, Mortensen, and Reed (1998) in-
vestigate in a search model where workers have heterogeneous prefer-
ences for nonwage amenities and firms endogenously decide on wages
and nonwage amenity bundles to compete for workers. They use their
model to show that estimates of workers’ marginal willingness to pay for
amenities, derived from the conventional hedonic wage methodology, are
biased in models with search frictions. These search-based empirical frame-
works of labor market have been widely applied in subsequent studies in-
vestigating the impact of various labor market policies on labor market
outcomes. Among this literature, our study is mostly related to Meghir,
Narita, andRobin (2015) and Shephard (2017), which also allow formulti-
dimensional job characteristics as in our paper: wage and part-time or
full-time in Shephard (2017); wage and formal or informal sector inMeghir,
Narita, and Robin (2015); and wage and health insurance offering in
our paper. However, in Shephard (2017) a firm’s job characteristics are
assumed to be exogenous, while in our paper employers endogenously
choose job characteristics. In Meghir, Narita, and Robin (2015), firms
choose whether to enter the formal or informal sectors, so in some sense
their job characteristics are also endogenously determined; however, in
15 See Eckstein and Wolpin (1990) for a seminal study that initiated the literature.
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Meghir, Narita, and Robin (2015), workers are homogeneous, so firms’
decision about which sector to enter does not affect the composition of
the types of workers they would attract. In contrast, in ourmodel, workers
are heterogeneous in their health and thus employers endogenously
choose job characteristics—namely, wage and health insurance offer-
ing—by taking into account their influence on the initial composition
of its workforce as well as the subsequent worker turnover.
III. Equilibrium Model of Wage Determination
and Health Insurance Provision

A. Environment
Consider a labor market with a continuum of firms with measure nor-
malized to one. There is a continuum of workers whose demographic
type is denoted by x ∈ f1, 2, ::: ,N g. Let Mx > 0 denote the measures
of workers with (permanent) demographic type x, withM ; oN

x51Mx de-
noting the total size of the workforce relative to firms.16 Workers and
firms are randomly matched in a frictional labor market. Time is discrete
and indexed by t 5 0, 1, :::.17 We use b ∈ ð0, 1Þ to denote the discount
factor for the workers.
Workers of demographic type x have constant absolute risk aversion

(CARA) preferences:18

uxðcÞ 5 2
exp 2gxCð Þ

gx

, (1)

where gx > 0 denotes the absolute risk-aversion parameter for demo-
graphic type x.19
16 Throughout this paper, we use the terms “workers” and “firms” interchangeably with
“individuals” and “employers,” respectively.

17 In our empirical analysis, a “period” corresponds to 4 months.
18 Note that we assume that health states affect an individual’s utility only through their

impact on consumption via medical expenditures. Considering the identification and es-
timation of a utility function specification that allows for the interaction of health states
and marginal utility of consumption is an interesting and important area for future re-
search. Moreover, one can also specify the constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) prefer-
ence, as opposed to the CARA preference, which creates an additional income effect for
the demand of health insurance. We also experimented with the CRRA utility function
and found that the main results remain the same both qualitatively and quantitatively.
The results are available upon request.

19 Note that our preference specification assumes that an individual’s flow utility is based
on private consumption. Thus, our model does not capture one of the most important as-
pects of joint household labor supply, which would allow for joint consumption. This pre-
cludes the possibility that spouses make joint labor supply decisions to provide mutual in-
surance against each other’s income and medical expenditure risks. To the extent that
such mutual insurance is important in the data, our estimated risk-aversion parameter will
be downward biased. See Dey and Flinn (2008) for a more general characterization of the
household search model. Evaluating how the health care reform affects this insurance
mechanism is left to future work. Moreover, we do not consider a possibility that firms sim-
ply offer employee-only insurance coverage, an issue studied in Fang and Shephard (2019)
in a joint household search model.
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Workers’ health.—Workers differ in their health status, denoted by
h 5 ðh1, h2Þ ∈ H, where h1 ∈ fH1, U1g denotes the binary observed health
status, h2 ∈ fH2,U2g denotes the binary unobserved health status, andH1

and H2 are interpreted to be healthier than U1 and U2, respectively (see
n. 43 for details on how we convert the five self-reported health statuses
in the data toH1 and U1).20 In our model, a worker’s health status has two
effects. First, together with the worker’s health insurance status, it affects
the distribution of health expenditures. Specifically, we model an individ-
ual’s distributionofmedical expenditurem as follows. Let x ∈ f0, 1, 2, 3, 4g
denote an individual i’s health insurance status, where

x 5

0 if  i is uninsured,

1 if  i is insured through his or her own ESHI,

2 if  i is insured through an individual private insurance,

3 if  i is insured through Medicaid,

4 if  i is insured through spousal insurance:

8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
(2)

An individual will experience a positive medical shock with probability
Pr½m > 0jðx, h, xÞ�, which depends on his or her own demographic type
x, health status h ∈ H, and health insurance status x ∈ f0, 1, 2, 3, 4g. Con-
ditional on a positive medical shock, his or her medical expenditure is
represented by a random variable denoted bymjðx, h, xÞ. Note that we al-
low both the individual’s health and theirhealth insurance status to affect
themedical expenditure distributions. In subsequent analysis, we will use
~mx

xh to denote the randommedical expenditure for individuals with health
status h and health insurance status x and use mx

xh to denote the expecta-
tion of ~mx

xh.
Second, a worker’s health status may affect his or her productivity. Spe-

cifically, if an individual works for a firm with productivity p, he or she
produces dxh � p units of output under health status h ∈ H.21

In each period, a worker’s health status changes stochastically accord-
ing to a Markov process. The period-to-period transition of an individu-
al’s health status depends on the demographic type x and his or her
health insurance status x. Specifically, we use px

xhh0 ∈ ð0, 1Þ to denote the
20 As should be clear from our analysis below, our theoretical framework can allow for
any finite number of health statuses. The choice of having four health statuses is dictated
by the sample size limitations.

21 One can alternatively assume that the productivity loss occurs only if an individual ex-
periences a bad health shock. Because an unhealthy worker is more likely to experience a
bad health shock, such a formulation is equivalent to the one we adopt in this paper.
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probability that a type x worker’s health status changes from h0 ∈ H to
h ∈ H conditional on insurance status x; of course, oh∈Hpx

xhh0 5 1 for each
h0 ∈ H.
Firms.—Firms are heterogeneous in their productivity. We assume

that, in the population of firms, the distribution of productivity is denoted
by G(⋅) and that it admits an everywhere continuous and positive density
function. In our empirical application, we specify G to be lognormal with
location parameter mp and scale parameter jp.
After observing their productivity, firms choose a package that consists

of wage wh0
1
∈ R1 and ESHI, denoted by E ∈ f0, 1g, where 1 (respectively,

0) denotes offering (respectively, not offering) ESHI to all of their em-
ployees. Note that we allow that a wage offer can depend on a worker’s
observed health status h1 at the time of job entry, denoted by h0

1 . We as-
sume that even though the initial wage can depend on the observed health
status at the time of job entry, wagemust be constant over the course of the
employment.
If a firm offers health insurance to its workers, it has to incur a fixed

administrative cost ~C 5 C 1 jf ef , where C > 0, ef has a type I extreme
value distribution with zero mean, and jf is a scale parameter. We assume
that any firm that offers health insurance to its workers is self-insured
and that it pays insurance premiums for all of its workforce in each pe-
riod to cover the necessary reimbursement of their expected health ex-
penditures in addition to the administrative cost ~C .22

Remark 1. Our specification of the firm’s problem encapsulates the
essences of the optimal wage contract problem and government regula-
tions. We allow workers’ wage to depend on their observable health at
the time of job entry. While still restrictive, it nonetheless captures the
idea that firms may want to screen workers on the basis of workers’ ob-
servable health status, which may affect firm productivity. Once workers
are hired, however, firms will insure workers against possible productivity
changes because of their health status change by offering a constant
wage within the employment relationship.23 In practice, the extent to
22 As will be clear later, introducing a fixed administrative cost ~C facilitates the model’s
ability to fit the empirical relationship between the firm size and the health insurance of-
fering rate. In principle, firms should also be able to choose the workers’ contributions to
the premium if they decide to offer ESHI. We abstract from this because we do not observe
the premium payments by the workers from the data.

23 Characterizing the optimal wage contract, as in Burdett and Coles (2003) and Lentz
and Roys (2015), is a very interesting extension. It is important to mention that even with-
out health dynamics, the optimal wage contract can be an upward wage-tenure profile, as
highlighted by Burdett and Coles (2003). We decide to restrict the contract space, as it is
extremely challenging to estimate such a model, particularly because we lack data about
details of the wage contracts. Moreover, we do not use a piece-rate wage contract (e.g., Barlevy
2008) in our wage setting. Although it is more tractable, it also assumes away the firm’s ability
to insure workers against health-dependent productivity risks. This feature makes the piece-
rate wage contract formulation somewhat undesirable when workers are risk averse.
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which firms can condition their wage offers to workers’ health status is
also limited by government regulations, such as the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the Americans with Dis-
abilities Act as well as their amendments, which restrict firms’ ability to
condition hiring, firing, and compensation on the basis of an individu-
al’s health status. We capture these restrictions by assuming the presence
of a component of unobserved health status h2, which firms cannot use
in the wage offers.24

Labor market.—Firms and workers are randomly matched in the labor
market.25 We allow the matching rate to be dependent on the worker’s
demographic type x and health status h. In each period, an unemployed
worker randomly meets a firm with probability lxh

u ∈ ð0, 1Þ. He or she
then decides whether to (1) accept the offer or (2) remain unemployed
and search for jobs in the next period. If an individual is employed, he or
she meets randomly with another firm with probability lxh

e ∈ ð0, 1Þ. If a
currently employed worker receives an offer from another firm, he or
she needs to decide whether to (1) accept the outside offer or (2) stay
with the current firm. An employed worker can also decide to return
to the unemployment pool.26 Moreover, each match is destroyed exoge-
nously with probability dxh ∈ ð0, 1Þ, upon which the worker will return to
unemployment. As we discuss in section III.B, we assume that the indi-
vidual may experience both the exogenous job destruction and the ar-
rival of the new job offer within the same period.27

As we discuss below, to smooth the labor supply functions that firms
face, we assume that type x workers, whether unemployed or employed,
receive preference shocks for working exw each period.We assume that exw
is identically and independently distributed across periods, drawn from a
normal distribution N ð0, j2

xwÞ. The introduction of preference shocks exw
plays several important roles. First, it smooths the labor supply functions
as a function of wages, as will be made clear below. Second, this in turn
allows us to address the technical issue of mass points in the reservation
wage distribution because of the discreteness of the health states and
24 HIPAA is an amendment of the Employee Retirement Security Act, which is a federal
law that regulates issues related to employee benefits in order to qualify for tax advantages.
A description of HIPAA can be found at the Department of Labor website: http://www.dol
.gov/dol/topic/health-plans/portability.htm.

25 We choose the random search framework over the directed search because the random
search will naturally generate a pooling between healthy and unhealthy workers at each firm.
This pooling feature is often considered one of the rationales of relying on ESHI.

26 Returning to unemployment may be a better option for a currently employed worker
if his or her health status changed from when he or she accepted the current job offer, for
example.

27 This specification is used by Wolpin (1992) and more recently by Jolivet, Postel-Vinay,
and Robin (2006). This allows us to account for transitions known as “job to unemploy-
ment, back to job” all occurring in a single period, as we observe in the data.
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demographic types (see, e.g., Albrecht and Axell 1984).28 Third, it also
implies that all firms, regardless of their productivity level, will be able
to attract some positive measure of workers. These properties are useful
to guarantee a continuous wage offer distribution in equilibrium, which
substantially simplifies our numerical and quantitative analysis.
To generate a steady state for the labor market, we assume that in each

period a type x individual, regardless of his or her health and employ-
ment status, will leave the labor market with probability rx ∈ ð0, 1Þ; an
equal measure of type x newborns will enter the labor market as unem-
ployed, and their initial health status is h with probability mxh ∈ ð0, 1Þ for
h ∈ H, so that oh∈Hmxh 5 1.29

Pre-ACA health insurance system.—In the baseline model, which is in-
tended to represent the pre-ACA US health insurance system, we assume
that workers can obtain health insurance from employers as ESHI, indi-
vidual health insurance, spousal health insurance, or Medicaid, as we
specified in (2). We now describe them in more details.
For the private individual health insurance in the pre-ACAworld—that

is, option 2 in (2)—we assume that the premium is based on perfect risk
rating; namely, the premium, denoted byRII(h, x), is equal to the expected
medical expenditure,multiplied by a loading factor. Analogous to the pref-
erence shock we introduced in the individuals’ work decisions, we also in-
troduce a preference shock, exII, to individuals’ choice problem when they
decide whether to purchase private individual health insurance. We as-
sume that exII follows a normal distributionN ð0, j2

xII Þ. Similar to the prefer-
ence shock for working, this preference shock allows us to smooth the em-
ployment distribution over wage offers, which simplifies the characterization
of the firms’ problem.
We assume that spousal health insurance is offered with probability

fSP ðxÞ ∈ ½0, 1� to a type x uninsured individual if he or she is married.
Note that it is not available to single individuals. It is important to point
out that although we do not explicitly model the joint labor supply prob-
lem, in our counterfactual policy experiments we do require that fSP(x)
be consistent with the probability of married people of the opposing
gender receiving ESHI in the new equilibrium; in this sense, fSP(x) will
be endogenously determined in our counterfactual policy experiments,
as discussed in section VIII. Moreover, Medicaid is offered to individuals
who do not have ESHI (whether from their own employer or from their
spouse’s) with probabilities f e

M ðx, yÞ ∈ ½0, 1� and f u
M ðxÞ ∈ ½0, 1�, respectively,
28 An alternative to inducing smooth labor supply functions is to introduce permanent
unobserved heterogeneity—e.g., value from leisure, drawn from a continuous distribution.
Our formulation is simpler because it avoids the identification issues of heterogeneity vs.
state dependence in the dynamic discrete choice models (see Heckman 1981).

29 It is ideal if we allow that the death probability depends on health status. We abstract
from this possibility because of data limitations.
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for employed and unemployed workers. This modeling assumption cap-
tures the essence that Medicaid eligibility depends crucially on income y
and demographic type x, especially the presence of children.30

Finally, we allow that the uninsured may be partially insured through
uncompensated care or any other social safety net, which we model as
consumption floor cx.31

Remark 2. One important simplification is that we do not model sav-
ing decisions, which may be a way to self-insure against medical expen-
diture risks.32 We make this restriction partly because of the computa-
tional complexities and partly because of the findings that the amount
of wealth held by the uninsured is very small.33 Instead, our model fea-
tures alternative and empirically more relevant margins for the unin-
sured to address their medical expenditure risks; namely, the uninsured
tend to spend much less in health care, and they often rely on uncom-
pensated care for their health care treatments. Our current model ex-
plicitly incorporates these two channels by (i) modeling the health ex-
penditure process separately for the insured and the uninsured and
(ii) introducing the consumption floor.
Income taxes.—In the baseline model, workers’ wages are subject to a

nonlinear tax schedule but the ESHI premium is tax exempt. For the
after-tax income T(y), we follow the specification in Kaplan (2012), which
approximates the US tax code by

T ðyÞ 5 t0 1 t1
y11t2

1 1 t2
, (3)

where t0 > 0, t1 > 0, and t2 < 0.34
30 Note that we do not model the asset testing of Medicaid. This is an important area for
future research.

31 We point out that in ourmodel the consumption floor applies only to the uninsuredwho
experience large medical expenses. In contrast, the consumption floor in Hubbard, Skinner,
and Zeldes (1995) and French and Jones (2011) is available to everyone. See n. 70 for an ex-
tensive discussion.

32 Lise (2013) is an exception that includes consumption and saving margin in a similar
empirical on-the-job search model, although in his paper the firm side is assumed to be
exogenous. In a related work, French, Jones, and von Gaudecker (2017) study the impact
of the ACA on saving, retirement, and welfare in a life-cycle model. They find that changes
in saving are modest, which may alleviate the concern about this omission, at least in our
context.

33 According to the Survey of Consumer Finances, in 2013, the median value of the liq-
uid assets held by individuals aged between 25 and 59 was $619 if they were uninsured and
$5,296 if they were insured. In the post-ACA year of 2016, these numbers barely changed,
to $850 and $5,290, respectively. Given these statistics, one can conclude that the self-
insurance channel is unlikely to play an important role in our sample and institutional set-
ting. The details of the summary statistics are available from the authors upon request.

34 Robin and Roux (2002) also studied the impact of progressive income tax within the
framework of Burdett and Mortensen (1998).
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B. Timing in a Period
At the beginning of each period, we should imagine that individuals, who
are heterogeneous in their health status, are either unemployed or work-
ing for firms offering different combinations of wage andhealth insurance
packages.Wenowdescribe the explicit timing assumptions in a period that
we use in the derivation of the value functions in section III.C.35

1. Type x individual, whether employed or unemployed and regard-
less of his or her health status, exits the labor market (i.e., dies)
with probability rx ∈ ð0, 1Þ.

2. If a type x employed worker stays in the labormarket and ismatched
with a firmwith productivity p, then the following sequence of events
occurs:
a) he or she produces output pdxh if his or her health status is h ∈ H;
b) the firm pays the wage and pays for the expected health expen-

diture of its workers if it offers ESHI;
c) he or she receives amedical expenditure shock, the distribution

of which depends on his or her beginning-of-the-period health
status;

d) he or she randomly meets with new employers with probability
lxh
e ;

e) he or she then observes the realization of the health status that
will be applicable next period;

f ) a labor supply preference shock exw is drawn from N ð0, j2
xwÞ;

g) the current match is destroyed with probability dxh ∈ ð0, 1Þ, in
which case the worker must decide, given the realization of exw,
whether to accept the outside offer, if any, or to enter the unem-
ployment pool;

h) if the currentmatch is not destroyed, thenheor she decides, given
the realization of exw, whether to accept the outside offer, if any, to
stay with the current firm or to quit into unemployment.

3. Any unemployed worker of type x experiences the following se-
quence of events in a period:
a) he or she receives the “unemployment benefit” bx;
b) he or she receives a medical expenditure shock, the distribution

of which depends on his or her beginning-of-the-period health
status;
35 We note that this explicit timing assumption may affect our quantitative results. For-
mulating the model in continuous time can allow us to be agnostic about the order of
events; however, the medical expenditure process is much harder to model in a continuous-
timemodel. We choose the discrete-time framework because it makes our empirical imple-
mentation more transparent and feasible. For example, as we discuss in sec. V, the discrete-
time specification permits us to estimate the medical expenditure and health transition
processes separately from the rest of the model.
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c) he or she randomly meets with employers with probability lxh
u ;

d) he or she then observes the realization of the health status that
will be applicable next period;

e) a labor supply preference shock exw is drawn from N ð0, j2
xwÞ;

f ) he or she decides, given the realization of exw, whether to accept
the offer, if any, or to stay unemployed.

4. If a type x individual does not receive ESHI for the next period,
then with probability fSP(x) he or she will obtain health insurance
from their spouse with premium RSP (note that if individuals are
single, fSP ðxÞ 5 0). Note that he or she must take up this option.36

5. If a type x individual does not receive ESHI for the next period
and does not receive spousal insurance offers, then with probabil-
ity f e

M ðx, yÞ or f u
M ðxÞ, depending on whether the individual is em-

ployed, he or she receives the Medicaid coverage (x 5 3).
6. If the individual is still uninsured, he or she will decide whether to

purchase private individual health insurance with price RII(h, x).
The decision to purchase private individual health insurance is
affected by the health insurance preference shock exII, which is
drawn from N ð0, j2

xII Þ.
7. Time moves to the next period.
C. Equilibrium
In this section, we characterize the steady-state equilibrium of the model.
The analysis here is similar to but generalizes that in Burdett and Mor-
tensen (1998). We first consider the decision problem faced by a worker
with observable health status h0

1 at the time of receiving a job offer (~wh0
1
,

E ), drawn from a postulated distribution of wage and insurance packages
by the firms, denoted by Fh0

1
ð~wh0

1
, EÞ, and derive the steady-state distribution

of workers of different health status in unemployment and among firms
with different offers of wage and health insurance packages. We then solve
the firms’ optimization problem and provide the conditions for the postu-
lated hFh0

1
ð~wh0

1
, EÞ : h0

1 ∈ fH1,U1gi to be consistent with equilibrium.
1. Value Functions
We first introduce the notation for several valuation functions. We use
vxh(y, x) to denote the expected flow utility of type x workers with health
status h from income y and insurance status x, and it is given by
36 According to our data, this assumption is empirically reasonable. There are few unin-
sured whose spouses own ESHI. The detailed statistics are available from the authors upon
request.
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vxhðy, xÞ 5

E~m0
xh
ux max T ðyÞ 2 ~m0

xhð Þ, cx
� �� �

if    x 5 0,

ux T yð Þð Þ if    x ∈ 1, 3f g,
ux T yð Þ 2 RII ðh, xÞð Þ if   x 5 2,

ux T y 2 RSPð Þð Þ if   x 5 4,

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
(4)

where ux(⋅) is specified in (1),T(y) denotes after-tax income as specified in
(3), and ~m0

xh denotes the random medical expenditure for an uninsured
type x individual. Note that in (4), we assume that when an individual is
insured—that is, x ≠ 0—his or her medical expenditures are fully covered
by the insurance.37However, if an individual is uninsured—that is, x 5 0—
he or she is partially insured through the consumption floor cx when he or
she experiences an extremely large medical expenditure.
Let Uxh(x) denote the value for an unemployed worker of type x with

health status h and health insurance status x ∈ f0, 2, 3, 4g at the beginning
of a period, and let Vxhðwh0

1
, xÞ denote the value function of a type x worker

with current health status h who is employed on a job with wage wh0
1
(e.g.,

his or her observable health at the initial entry to the job is h0
1) and whose

insurance status is x ∈ f0, 1, 2, 3, 4g. The values Uxh(⋅) and Vxh(⋅, ⋅) are of
course recursively related. The value Uxh is given by

UxhðxÞ
1 2 rx

5 vxhðbx, xÞ

1 bEh0 j h,x,xð Þ
lxh
u

ð ð
max ~Vxh0 ð~wh0

1
, ~EÞ, ~Uxh0 1 jxwew

� �
dF ewð Þ dF h0

1
ð~wh0

1
, eEÞ

1ð1 2 lxh
u Þ ~Uxh0

264
375:
(5)

In (5), ~Vxh0 ð~wh0
1
, ~EÞ denotes the value from accepting a job offer with the

wage-ESHI package (~wh0
0
, ~E), which is determined as

~Vxh0 ð~wh0
1
, ~EÞ 5

fSP ðxÞVxh0 ð~wh0
1
, 4Þ 1   1 2 fSP ðxÞ½ � �

f e
M ðx, ~wh0

1
ÞVxh0 ð~wh0

1
, 3Þ 1 1 2 f e

M ðx, ~wh 0
1
Þ½ � �ð

max Vxh0 ð~wh 0
1
, 2Þ 1 jxII exII , Vxh0 ð~wh 0

1
, 0Þf gdF exIIð Þ

264
375

0BBBB@
1CCCCA if  ~E 5 0,

Vxh0 ð~wh0
1
, 1Þ if  ~E 5 1:

8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
(6)

Let ~Uxh0 denote the value from being unemployed, unconditional on in-
surance status, in the end of this period, and it is given by

ð6Þ
37 This assumption is necessitated by the fact that we have no information about the de-
tails of the health insurance policy in our main SIPP data.
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~Uxh0 5 fSP ðxÞUxh0 ð4Þ 1 1 2 fSP ðxÞ½ �

� f u
M ðxÞUxh0 ð3Þ1 12 f u

M ðxÞ½ � �
ð
max Uxh0 ð2Þ 1 jxII exII ,Uxh0 ð0Þf gdFðexII Þ

� �
:

(7)

Note that in (5), F(⋅) denotes the cumulative distribution function for a
standard normal distribution ew and the expectation Eh0 jðh,x,xÞ is taken with
respect to the distribution of h0 conditional on (h, x, x). Expression (5)
states that the value of being unemployed for a type x individual with in-
surance status x, normalized by the survival rate 1 2 rx, consists of the
flow payoff vxhðbx, xÞ and the discounted expected continuation value,
where the expectation is taken with respect to the health status h0 next
period, whose transition is given by px

xh0h. The unemployed worker may
be matched with a firm with probability lxh

u , and the firm’s offer (~wh0
1
, ~E)

is drawn from the distribution Fh0
1
ð~wh0

1
, ~EÞ. If an offer is received, the worker

will choose whether to accept the offer by comparing the value of being
employed at that firm, ~Vxh0 ð~wh0

1
, ~EÞ, and the value of remaining unem-

ployed, ~Uxh0 1 jxwew ; if no offer is received, which occurs with probability
1 2 lxh

u , the worker’s continuation value is ~Uxh0 . Thus, this formulation says
that if the firm posts the contract (~wh0

1
, ~E), then the value delivered to the

worker is ~Vxh0 ð~wh0
1
, ~EÞ.

Similarly, Vxhðwh0
1
, xÞ is given by

Vxhðwh0
1
, xÞ

1 2 rx

5 vxhðwh0
1
, xÞ (8a)

1 blxh
e

1 2 dxhð ÞEh0 j h,x,xð Þ max ~Vxh0 ð~wh0
1
, ~EÞ, ~Vxh0 ðwh0

1
, EðxÞÞ, ~Uxh0 1 jxwew

� �
dF ewð ÞdF h 0

1
ð~wh0

1
, eEÞ� 	

1 dxhEh0 j h,x,xð Þ

ðð
max ~Vxh0 ð~wh0

1
, EÞ, ~Uxh0 1 jxwew

� �
dF ewð ÞdF h0

1
ð~wh0

1
, EÞ


 �
8>><>>:

9>>=>>; (8b)

1 bð1 2 lxh
e ÞEh0 j h,x,xð Þ ð1 2 dxhÞ

ð
max ~Vxh0 ðwh0

1
, EðxÞÞ, ~Uxh0 1 jxwew

� �
dF ewð Þ


 �
1 dxh ~Uxh0


 �
: (8c)

Expression (8) consists of several components. Thefirst component, (8a),
is the flow utility. The second component, (8b), is the expected value
when receiving an on-the-job offer package (~wh0

1
, ~E) drawn from the distri-

bution Fh0
1
ð~wh0

1
, ~EÞ. This component has two subcomponents depending on

whether the current job is destroyed. If it is not destroyed, which occurs
with probability 1 2 dxh, the individual has the option of accepting the
new offer, staying with the current job, or quitting into unemployment;
on the other hand, if the current job is destroyed, which occurs with prob-
ability dxh, the individual has the option of accepting the new offer or quit-
ting into unemployment. Note that ~Vxh0 ðwh0

1
, EðxÞÞ and ~Uxh0 are defined, re-

spectively, in (6) and (7). The third component, (8c), is the expected value
when the worker does not receive an on-the-job offer; note that in this ex-
pression, E(x) denotes the ESHI offering of the current employer for the
employed worker whose insurance status is x, and it is simply given by

(8a)

(8b)

(8c)

(7)
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EðxÞ 5 1 if x 5 1 and EðxÞ 5 0 if x ≠ 1. Note that in both (5) and (8), we
used our timing assumption that a worker’s next-period health status de-
pends on his or her insurance status this period even if he or she is sep-
arated from the current job at the end of this period (see sec. III.B).
By using the value functions above, it is straightforward to characterize

workers’ optimal strategies. Note that in our model, both unemployed
and employed workers make decisions about whether to accept or reject
an offer—and whether to purchase individual health insurance—by com-
paring the values from different options. Their optimal decisions will de-
pend on their state variables—that is, their employment status including
the terms of their current offer (wh0

1
, E) if they are employed and their

health status h, as well as the realized preference shocks (exw, exII). In ap-
pendix section A.1 (apps. A–H are available online), we fully characterize
these decisions.
2. Steady-State Worker Distribution
We now focus on the steady state of the dynamic equilibrium of the
labor market described above. We first describe the condition of worker
distribution in the steady-state equilibrium. It is conceptually straightfor-
ward to obtain the steady-state worker distribution givenworkers’ optimal
strategies and the distribution of firms’ compensation package offers. Let
uxh(x) denote the measure of unemployed type x workers with health sta-
tus h ∈ H and health insurance status x ∈ f0, 2, 3, 4g, and let exxh denote
the measure of employed type x workers with health insurance status x
and health status h ∈ H. Moreover, we denote Sx

xhðwÞ as the fraction of em-
ployed type x workers with health status h working on jobs with wage no
more than w and with insurance status x ∈ f0, 1, 2, 3, 4g, and we denote
sxxhðwÞ as the corresponding density of Sx

xhðwÞ. Thus, exxhsxxhðwÞ denotes
the density of type x employed workers with health status h whose com-
pensation package is (w, E(x)).
The steady-state worker distribution is characterized by workers’ transi-

tion probabilities between unemployment and employment, those across
firms and across insurance status, and those across health status. These
transition probabilities are cumbersome to write but follow immediately
from the worker’s optimal strategies. Therefore, we relegate them to ap-
pendix section A.2.
From the employment densities exxhs

x
xhðwh0

1
Þ, we can define a few impor-

tant terms related to firm size. First, given exxhs
x
xhðwh0

1
Þ, the number of type

x employees with health status h who joined the firm with a compensa-
tion package (wh0

1
, E) is simply given by

nxh wh0
1
, Eð Þ 5 ox∈ ~x : Eð~xÞ5Ef ge

x
xhs

x
xhðwh0

1
Þ

fh1
ðwh0

1
, EÞ , (9)
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where the numerator denotes the total density of workers with health sta-
tus h on the job (wh0

1
, E) and the denominator denotes the total density

of firms offering a compensation package (wh0
1
, E).

Thus, if a firm offers a compensation package ðwh0
1
, EÞ ; ðwH1

, wU1
, EÞ,

its total size in the steady state will be given by

nðwh0
1
, EÞ 5 o

x
o
h0
1∈H1

o
h∈H

nxh wh0
1
, Eð Þ 5 o

x
o
h0
1∈H1

o
h∈H

ox∈ ~x : Eð~xÞ5Ef ge
x
xhs

x
xhðwh0

1
Þ

fh1
ðwh0

1
, EÞ : (10)

Expressions (9) and (10) allow us to connect the firm sizes in steady state
as a function of the entire distribution of employed workers h exhðwh0

1
, xÞ :

x ∈ f1, 2, ::: ,N g, h0
1 ∈ H1, h ∈ H, x ∈ f0, 1, ::: , 4gi. Notice that the pref-

erence shocks exw in workers’ labor supply decisions we introduced in
our model smooth the labor supply functions n(⋅, E) as a function of
wages wh0

1
.

3. Firm’s Optimization Problem
A firm with a given productivity p decides what compensation package
ðwE

h1
, EÞ ; ðwE

H1
, wE

U1
, EÞ to offer, taken as given the aggregate distribution

of compensation packages Fh1
ðwh1

, EÞ ; ðFH1
ðwH1

, EÞ, FU1
ðwU1

, EÞÞ. As we
discussed in section III, we assume that before the firms make this deci-
sion, they each receive an independent and identically distributed draw
of a fixed administrative cost ~C 5 C 1 jf ef , where C > 0, ef has a type I
extreme value distribution with zero mean, and jf is a scale parameter.38

We assume that the jfe shock a firm receives is permanent and that it is
separable from firm profits.39

Given the realization of ~C , each firm chooses (wh0
1
, E) to maximize the

steady-state flow profit inclusive of the administrative costs. It is useful to
think of the firm’s problem as a two-stage problem. First, it decides on
the wage that maximizes the deterministic part of the profits for a given
insurance choice, and second, it maximizes over the insurance choices
by comparing the shock-inclusive profits with or without offering health
insurance. Specifically, the firm’s problem is

max P0ðpÞ,P1ðpÞ 2 jf ef
� �

, (11)

where P0(p) and P1(p) denote the firm’s expected steady-state profit
flow with E 5 0 and E 5 1, respectively, and they are given by
38 Alternatively, we can interpret C as a fixed administrative cost and as an employer’s
idiosyncratic preference for offering health insurance.

39 These shocks allow us to smooth the insurance provision decision of the firms.
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P0ðpÞ 5 max
w0

H1
,w0

U1f g
P w0

H1
, w0

U1
, E 5 0ð Þ

; o
x
o
h0
1∈H1

o
h∈H

pdxh 2 1 1 tp
� �

w0
h0
1

� 	
nxh w0

h0
1
, 0

� �
,

(12)

P1ðpÞ 5 max
w1

H1
,w1

U1f g
P w1

H1
, w1

U1
, E 5 1

� �
; o

x
o
h0
1∈H1

o
h∈H

pdxh 2 1 1 tp
� �

w1
h0
1
2 m1

xh

� 	
nxh w1

h0
1
, 1

� �
2 C ,

(13)

where tp denotes the payroll tax rate imposed on firms. To understand
expression (12), note that nxhðw0

h0
1
, 0Þ denotes the measure of type x em-

ployees with health status h who joined the firm with initial compensa-
tion package (w0

h0
1
, E 5 0) that the firm will have in the steady state, as

described by (9). Thus, ½pdxh 2 ð1 1 tpÞw0
h0
1
�nxhðw0

h0
1
, 0Þ denotes the firm’s

steady-state after-tax flow profit from type x employees with health status
h who joined the firm with initial compensation package (w0

h0
1
, E 5 0).

Expression (13) can be similarly understood after recalling that m1
xh de-

notes the expected medical expenditure of a type x worker with health
status h and health insurance. Note that in (13), the payroll tax is as-
sessed only on wages and not on the ESHI premium m1

xh, reflecting the
tax-exemption status of the ESHI premium in the benchmark economy.40

For future reference, we will denote the solutions to problems (12) and
(13) as w*0

h0
1
ðpÞ and w*1

h0
1
ðpÞ, respectively.41 Note that in problems (12) and

(13), the firms are restricted to offer compensation packages that do not
depend on workers’ family characteristics or the unobservable compo-
nent of their health status, a restriction that we discussed and motivated
in section III.
Because of the assumption that ef is drawn from an independent and

identically distributed type I extreme value distribution with zero mean,
firms’ optimization problem (11) thus implies that the probability that a
firm with productivity p offers health insurance to its workers is

D pð Þ 5 expðP1ðpÞ=jf Þ
expðP1 pð Þ=jf Þ 1 expðP0 pð Þ=jf Þ , (14)

where P0(p) and P1(p) are respectively defined in (12) and (13).
Equations (12)–(14) clarify the determinants of ESHI provisions in

our model. Importantly, the cost of ESHI provision is endogenous,

(12)

(13)
40 In reality, there is a cap on the Social Security portion of the payroll tax. The linear
specification ignores this, but we believe this simplification will have little impact on our
results because our focus is on relatively less skilled workers in this paper.

41 Note that Bontemps, Robin, and van den Berg (1999, 2000) prove theoretically that
firms use pure strategy wage offers in the Burdett and Mortensen (1998) model with con-
tinuous firm heterogeneity, instead of the mixed strategy in their model with homoge-
neous or discrete productivity type.
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depending on the type of workers that firms will be able to attract and
retain. Moreover, the ESHI provision affects workers’ composition by in-
fluencing their health status, which in turn affects the productivity of
workers. We will further clarify these interactions in section VII.
4. Steady-State Equilibrium
We can now define the steady-state equilibrium, though we relegate its for-
mal definition to appendix section A.3. Essentially, it consists of the fol-
lowing four conditions: (i) given Fh1

ðwh1
, EÞ, a worker’s value function and

optimization behaviors are described by equations (5) and (8); (ii) the steady-
state worker distribution (uxh(x), exxh, S

x
xhðwh1

Þ) is determined by a worker’s
transition probabilities implied by the worker’s value function and optimi-
zation behaviors and by Fh1

ðwh1
, EÞ; (iii) a firm’s choice of compensation

packages is determinedby (12)–(14); and (iv) an equilibriumoffer distribu-
tion of compensation package must satisfy Fh1

ðwh1
, 1Þ 5Ð ∞0 1ðw*1

h1
ðpÞ < wÞ

DðpÞ dGðpÞ and Fh1
ðwh1

, 0Þ 5 Ð ∞
0 1ðw*0

h1
ðpÞ < wÞ½1 2 DðpÞ� dGðpÞ for h1 ∈

fH1,U1g.
To discuss the existence and the uniqueness of equilibrium, we first refer

to Bontemps, Robin, and van den Berg (1999, 2000), which is an extension
of Burdett and Mortensen (1998) with continuous firm productivity and
continuous worker heterogeneity. They show equilibrium existence under
someparametric assumptions; theymoreover show that, as long as a work-
er’s reservation wage is uniquely determined, the equilibrium wage offer
distribution is uniquely determined. Our model has two additional com-
plexities relative to theirs. First, because of the introduction of a multi-
dimensional compensation package and the heterogeneous worker prefer-
ence on the contract, we cannot analytically characterize the steady-state
worker distribution. Second, allowing the health insurance effect on health
can be thought of as a form of general human capital training, and provi-
sions of ESHI by one firm may lower the cost of providing ESHI by other
firms. This externality effect can be a potential source of equilibriummulti-
plicity. However, as we show below, most of the workers in our sample are
observably healthy; as a result, the impact of this externality will be limited.
Because of these complexities, we need to rely on numerical approaches to
discuss the existence and the uniqueness. We describe the details of the nu-
merical algorithm we use to find an equilibrium in appendix B. Through-
out extensive numerical simulations, we always find a unique equilibrium
for our baseline empirical model using our solution algorithm.
IV. Data Sets
In this section, we describe our data sets and sample selection. To esti-
mate the model, it is ideal to use an employee-employer matched data
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set that contains information about a worker’s labormarket outcome and
its dynamics, health, medical expenditure, and health insurance, as well
as a firm’s insurance coverage rate and size. Unfortunately, such a data set
does not exist in the United States. Instead, we combine three separate
data sets for our estimation: (1) SIPP 2004, (2)MEPS 2001–7, and (3) Kai-
ser 2004–7.
A. Survey of Income and Program Participation
Ourmain data set for individual labormarket outcome, health, and health
insurance is SIPP 2004.42 SIPP 2004 interviews individuals every 4 months
up to 12 times, so that an individual may be interviewed over a 4-year pe-
riod. It consists of two parts: (1) core module and (2) topical module. The
core module, which is based on interviews in each wave, contains detailed
monthly information regarding individuals’ demographic characteristics
and labor force activity, including earnings, number of weeks worked, aver-
agehours worked, and employment status, as well as whether the individual
changed jobs during each month of the survey period. In addition, infor-
mation for health insurance status is recorded in each wave; it also spec-
ifies the source of insurance so that we know whether it is an employment-
based insurance, a private individual insurance, or Medicaid, and we also
know whether it is obtained through the individual’s own or the spouse’s
employer. The topical module contains yearly information about the
worker and his or her family member’s self-reported health status and
out-of-pocket medical expenditure at interview waves 3 and 6.43

Sample selection criteria.—To have an estimation sample that is some-
what homogeneous in skills as we assume in our model, we restrict our
sample to individuals whose ages are between 26 and 46. In addition,
we keep only individuals who are not in school, are in the labor force,
are not self-employed, do not work in the public sector, do not currently
receive Social Security income, do not engage in the military, and have
health insurance status that belongs to one of those categories defined
in our model. We restrict our samples to individuals who are at most high
school graduates. Finally, we drop the top and bottom 3% of salaried
workers. Our final estimation sample that meets all of the above selection
criteria consists of a total of 11,271 individuals.
42 The SIPP 2004 panel is available at https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/sipp
/data/2004-panel.html.

43 In both SIPP and MEPS, we use the self-reported health status to construct whether
the individual is healthy or unhealthy on the basis of the observed health. The self-reported
health status has five categories. We categorize “excellent,” “very good,” and “good” as
“healthy” and “fair” and “poor” as “unhealthy.”
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B. Medical Expenditure Panel Survey
The weakness of using SIPPdata for our research is the lack of information
for total medical expenditure. To obtain the information, we use MEPS.
We use its Household Component (HC), which interviews individuals ev-
ery half-year up to five times, so that an individual may be interviewed over
a 2.5-year period.44 Medical expenditure is recorded at annual frequency.
Several health status–related variables are recorded in each wave. More-
over, health insurance status is recorded at the monthly level. We use the
same sample selection criteria as SIPP 2004. As discussed below, we need
to exploit the panel structure of the data to estimate the medical expendi-
ture process. For this purpose, we use years of MEPS data between 2001
and 2007 to maintain enough samples. The sample size is 23,840.
C. Kaiser Family Employer Health
Insurance Benefit Survey
In addition, we also need information for employer size and associated
health insurance offering rate, which is not available from the worker-
side data. The data source we use is Kaiser 2004–7. It is a national survey
of public and private firms, containing information about a firm’s char-
acteristics, such as industry, firm size, and employee demographics, as
well as information about health insurance offering, health insurance
plans, employee eligibility and enrollment in health plans, and plan type.
We restrict the sample to firms that belong to the private sector. The final
sample size is 18,782.
D. Summary Statistics
Table 1 reports the summary statistics of the key variables in the SIPP
2004 data. In panel A, we report the distribution of health insurance status
for the overall sample and for subsamples defined by gender,marital status,
and whether the individual has children. In the overall sample, 25.7% of
individuals are uninsured; roughly 65% have ESHI, either through their
own (51%) or through their spouses’ (13.7%) employer. The fraction of
individuals with individual insurance is remarkably small: only 2% of indi-
viduals own individual coverage. This fact reflects that most individuals
owning individual health insurance coverage under the pre-ACA economy
are self-employed, who are excluded from our analysis. This pattern of in-
surance status distribution holds in the subsamples; the only exception is
the singles subsample, where the fraction of uninsured is much higher at
44 MEPS HC is publicly available at http://www.meps.ahrq.gov.
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32.5%, mostly because they do not have the option of obtaining spousal
ESHI. In panel B, we report the fraction of individuals with healthy ob-
served health component in each insurance status. It shows that the frac-
tion of individuals with healthy observed health component among those
with either their own or spousal ESHI is higher than that among the unin-
sured or among those with Medicaid. In panel C, we report the average
4-month wage (in units of $10,000) of individuals in each health insur-
ance status.45 It shows, as we described in the introduction, that individu-
als who have ESHI tend to receive higher wages than those who are un-
insured or are insured by Medicaid. The last row of table 1 reports the
employment rates. The employment rates are quite high—94% for the
overall sample—but there are small variations across the subsamples.
These descriptive statistics suggest that there is a systematic pattern regard-
ing health, health insurance status, and labor market status.
In table 2, we report the comparison of summary statistics for the indi-

viduals in MEPS 2001–7 and those in SIPP 2004. The fractions of workers
with healthy observables are somewhat lower in MEPS than in SIPP. The
fractions of uninsured are higher in MEPS than in SIPP. We also report
the averagemedical expenditure by insurance status and observed health
component in the MEPS data. It shows that the average medical expen-
diture is about $2,180 for the overall sample, but the average medical
expenditure is much higher among those with insurance and with un-
healthy observed health component (at $7,080) and much lower among
those without insurance andwith healthy observedhealth component (at
$680). Our estimates of the medical expenditure process in section V.B
will confirm these differences.46

In table 3, we provide the summary statistics for our firm-side data set,
Kaiser 2004–7. It shows that large firms are much more likely to offer
ESHI than smaller firms. Fifty-six percent of the firms with fewer than
50 workers offer health insurance, in contrast to 93% of the firms with
50 ormore workers. Firms that offer ESHI average about 30 workers, while
those that donot offer ESHI average about eightworkers. AlthoughKaiser
does not provide the detailed wage information, they report the quantile
of wages among employed workers. It is shown that firms offering health
insurance consist of a larger portion of higher-wage workers.47 Therefore,
although we restrict samples to relatively unskilled workers in SIPP, the
45 We normalize the wages and medical expenditures to 2007 dollars.
46 We do not observe total medical expenditures in the SIPP data, thus preventing us from

comparing the MEPS and SIPP samples on the statistics related to the medical expenditures.
47 This pattern is also confirmed in other data sets, such as the 1997 Robert Wood John-

son Employer Health Insurance Survey. See our previous working papers (Aizawa and Fang
2013, 2015) that used this data set.
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compensation patterns seem to be quite consistent between the worker-
side and the firm-side data sets.
V. Estimation Strategy
In this section, we present our strategy to structurally estimate our base-
line model using the data sets we described above. We estimate parame-
ters regarding health transitions and medical expenditure distribution
without using the model. The remaining parameters are estimated via
a generalized method of moments where moments come from different
data sources.We construct worker-sidemoments, such as the cross-sectional
distribution of health insurance coverages and wages as well as individu-
als’ labor market transitions from the SIPP data, and we construct firm-
side moments, such as the firm size distribution and firms’ ESHI offering
rates conditional on their size from the Kaiser data. Loosely speaking, the
parameters are chosen to best fit the data from both sides of labor mar-
kets. This is the main difference from the existing estimation procedure
for related models used in Bontemps, Robin, and van den Berg (1999,
2000) and Shephard (2017), where model parameters are chosen to fit
worker-side data alone.48
TABLE 3
Summary Statistics: Kaiser 2004–7

Variable Mean Standard Deviation

Average firm size 21.020 54.542
(For those that offer ESHI) 29.961 68.577
(For those that do not offer ESHI) 7.909 12.325

Fraction of firms offering ESHI .595 .491
(Among firms with fewer than 50 workers) .569 .495
(Among firms with more than 50 workers) .934 .247

Fraction of employees with annual salaries $21,000 or less .21 .31
(For those that offer ESHI) .12 .23
(For those that do not offer ESHI) .32 .36

Fraction of employees with annual salaries $50,000 or more .23 .28
(For those that offer ESHI) .27 .29
(For those that do not offer ESHI) .18 .26
48 Consequently, they can estimate the productivity distributi
the model’s prediction of workers’ wage distribution perfectly fi
in Bontemps, Robin, and van den Berg (1999, 2000) and Shep
rameters are estimated from the likelihood function of individ
Then, the firm productivity distribution is estimated to perfe
observed from the worker side by utilizing the theoretical rela
and firm productivity implied from themodel. Note that one c
multistep estimation to fit both worker- and employer-side m
employee-employer matched panel data. For example, Postel-
Cahuc, Postel-Vinay, and Robin (2006) nonparametrically estim
bution of job offers from each firm to match the observed wag
timated sampling distribution, they then estimate the produc
perfectly fit the employer-size distribution.
on nonp
ts with t
hard (20
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ctly fit th
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an still a
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Vinay an
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he data. Specifically,
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A. Empirical Specifications
To estimate ourmodel, we need to impose several functional formassump-
tions to our equilibrium model. First, in the empirical model, the demo-
graphic vector x we consider is on the basis of gender (male vs. female),
marital status (married vs. single), and children status (has children vs.
no children); specifically, the demographic vector x belongs to one of
the following seven types: (i) single men, (ii) married men without chil-
dren, (iii)marriedmenwith children, (iv) single womenwithout children,
(v) single womenwith children, (vi)marriedwomenwithout children, and
(vii) married women with children.49

Second, we proxy the observable component of the health status by
the individual’s self-reported health status. We interpret the unobserved
health component as a persistent characteristic that affects medical ex-
penditures. We provide the details of how we estimate the unobserved
health component h2 in section V.B. Moreover, in the empirical model,
we restrict the health insurance to affect only the transition of the ob-
served health component h1, and the unobserved component of health
is time invariant.
Remark 3. To estimate the health transition, we assume that the ob-

served health component follows equation (26) specified below, while
the unobserved health component is time invariant. As we discuss in sec-
tion VI.A, the health economics literature tends to find that the health
insurance status affects the dynamics of self-reported health status, which
is the measure underlying our observed health component. They also re-
port that the impact of health insurance on certain healthmeasures (e.g.,
blood pressure and cholesterol) are not statistically significant. Based on
these findings in the literature, we take a conservative approach that only
the observed health component is affected by the health insurance status.
In addition, it is important to note that one can relax the assumption that
the unobserved health component is time invariant as long as we have
long panel data. We believe that this assumption is less crucial given that
the literature estimating the unobserved medical expenditure shocks
tends to find that it is very persistent.50

Third, in our general model (see [2]), the insurance status x can take
values from {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, where 0 indicates no insurance and the other
values indicate different sources of insurance. We define the insurance
indicator x̂ as
49 We do not condition on the presence of children for single men mainly because the
sample size of single men with children is very small.

50 See French and Jones (2011) and French, Jones, and von Gaudecker (2017) and the
references cited therein.
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x̂ xð Þ 5
0 if  x 5 0,

1 if  x ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4f g,

(
(15)

where x̂ 5 0 indicates being uninsured and x̂ 5 1 indicates being in-
sured. In the empirical specification, we assume that medical expendi-
ture distributions and the health improvement effect depend on x only
through x̂. We parameterize the probability of a positive medical shock
(Pr½m > 0jðx, h, x̂Þ�) as

Pr m > 0j x, h, x̂ð Þ½ � 5
exp o~h1∈ H1 ,U1f g,~x∈ 0,1f ga

~h1 ,~x
mx 1 h1 5 ~h1, x̂ 5 ~x
� �

1 z1mx1 h2 5 U2f g
� 

1 1 exp o~h1∈ H1 ,U1f g,~x∈ 0,1f ga
~h,~x
mx1 h1 5 ~h1, x̂ 5 ~x
� �

1 z1mx1 h2 5 U2f g
�  , (16)

and, conditional on a positive medical shock, we assume that the realiza-
tion of his or her medical expenditure is drawn from a lognormal distri-
bution specified as

mj x, h, x̂ð Þ ∼ exp o
~h1∈ H1 ,U1f g,~x∈ 0,1f g

b
~h1,~x
mx 1 h1 5 eh1, x̂ 5 ~x
� �

1 z2mx1 h 2 5 U2f g 1 ex̂xh1

 !
, (17)

where ex̂xh1
∼ N ð0, jx̂2

xh1
Þ. We report our estimates of the medical expendi-

ture process for adults in table 4. We also treat the medical expenditure
process for the adult and the child separately. We assume that the medical
expenditure process of the child depends only on insurance status.51

Because of data limitations, we also assume that the health insurance
effect on health, px

xhh0 , is identical for any insured status (i.e., x 5 1, 2, 3,
4)—that is, it depends only on x̂ðxÞ; moreover, it depends on demo-
graphic type x only via gender. We henceforth denote it by pbxxhh0 for
x̂ ∈ f0, 1g.
Remark 4. Note that these specifications assume that the source of

insurance coverage does not affect medical expenditure distribution or
the health insurance transition. These assumptions are necessitated by
the sample size limitations. Some sources of coverage—in particular, in-
dividual private insurance—have a very small sample size. In principle,
with larger samples one can relax this assumption and estimate the pro-
cesses separately by insurance status.
Fourth, in the general model we describe above, we allowed several

structural parameters, such as the offer arrival rates lxh
u and lxh

e and job de-
struction rates dxh to be (x, h) specific; in the empirical model, we impose
the following parsimonious specifications on these parameters:

ð16Þ

ð17Þ
51 We assume that the total medical expenditure of an individual with children is the
sum of the adult’s own medical expenditure and the children’s medical expenditure. If in-
dividuals are married, we assume that they need to pay only half of the medical expendi-
ture (and the health insurance premium) of their children.
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lxh
u 5

exp lu0 1 lu11ðh1 5 U1Þ 1 lu21ðFemaleÞ 1 lu31ðHasChildrenÞ 1 lu41ðMarriedÞ½ �
1 1 exp lu0 1 lu11ðh1 5 U1Þ 1 lu21ðFemaleÞ 1 lu31ðHasChildrenÞ 1 lu41ðMarriedÞ½ � , (18)

lxh
e 5

exp le0 1 le11ðh1 5 U1Þ 1 le21ðFemaleÞ 1 le31ðHasChildrenÞ 1 le41ðMarriedÞ½ �
1 1 exp le0 1 le11ðh1 5 U1Þ 1 le21ðFemaleÞ 1 le31ðHasChildrenÞ 1 le41ðMarriedÞ½ � , (19)

dxh 5
exp d0 1 d11ðh1 5 U1Þ 1 d21ðFemaleÞ 1 d31ðHasChildrenÞ 1 d41ðMarriedÞ½ �

1 1 exp d0 1 d11ðh1 5 U1Þ 1 d21ðFemaleÞ 1 d31ðHasChildrenÞ 1 d41ðMarriedÞ½ � : (20)

The above specifications allow the possibility that the observed health
component impacts the labor market frictions, possibly capturing the
idea that the unhealthy individuals can spend less time looking for jobs
or exert less efforts to retain the current jobs.
Fifth, we similarly assume that the productivity effect of health is chan-

neled through the observed health component and constant for all de-
mographic types x; that is, we specify that

dxh 5
dU1

if  h1 5 U1,

1 if  h1 5 H1:

(
(21)

Specifications (18)–(21) assume that the unobserved health component
does not directly affect the worker’s labor market parameters, even
though it affects theirmedical expenditures. One reason for these restric-
tions is the difficulty of identifying these parameters if they are unrestricted.
In addition, we also believe that these restrictions are plausible, at least
in our context, given the recent finding by Blundell et al. (2017) that
self-reported health status is the single most important indicator of indi-
vidual health status to predict his or her labor market outcomes (e.g.,
employment).
Sixth, in our empirical model we allow the “unemployment benefits”

bx to freely vary by demographic type x. However, we assume that risk
aversion gx varies only by gender. Also, for simplicity we assume that
(jxw, jxII, cx) do not vary by demographic type x. If a worker does not have
access to his or her own or spousal ESHI, we also model the probabilities
of Medicaid eligibility f e

M ðx, yÞ for employed workers and f u
M ðxÞ for unem-

ployed workers, which take the following forms:

f e
M ðx, yÞ 5 exp ae

m01ðHasChildrenÞ 1 ae
m11ðNoChildrenÞ 1 ae

m2y 1 ae
m3y

2½ �
1 1 exp ae

m01ðHasChildrenÞ 1 ae
m11ðNoChildrenÞ 1 ae

m2y 1 ae
m3y

2½ � , (22)

f u
M ðxÞ 5 exp au

m01ðHasChildrenÞ 1 au
m11ðNoChildrenÞ½ �

1 1 exp au
m01ðHasChildrenÞ 1 au

m11ðNoChildrenÞ½ � : (23)

Seventh, we specify that in the pre-ACA benchmark the individual private
insurance premium is perfectly risk-rated by individuals’ demographic x
and health type h, and it is determined by

RII ðh, xÞ 5 ð1 1 yII Þm2
xh, (24)

(22)

(23)

(18)

(19)

(20)
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where yII > 0 denotes the loading factor in the pre-ACA individual pri-
vate insurance market.
Moreover, we impose additional parametric assumptions. First, the

model period is set to be 4months, driven by the fact that we can observe
the transition of health insurance status only at 4-month intervals in the
SIPP data. In this paper, we do not try to estimate b but set b 5 0:99 so
that the annual interest rate is about 3%.52 Moreover, we set the exoge-
nous death rate rx to be 0.001 for any demographic type.53 We also set
the distribution of demographic typeMx=M directly from the SIPP data.54

We assume that all newborn workers have the healthy observed health
component.55 However, we set the distribution of the newborn workers’
unobserved health component to be equal to the steady-state distribution
of the unobserved health types, which we calculate on the basis of the es-
timates of our first step (see below for details) based onmedical expendi-
ture distributions. In the estimation, we also set the spousal insurance pre-
mium RSP to be equal to the average medical expenditure of individuals
whohave spousal insurance in thedata, andwe set the probability of being
offered spousal insurance, fSP(x), to be the proportion of the married op-
posite gender who have ESHI in the data.56 Finally, the after-tax income
schedule (3) is estimated by using the same approach as Kaplan (2012);
that is, t0 5 170:258, t1 5 2:672, and t2 5 20:142.57 We also set that
firm’s payroll tax rate as tp 5 0:0765.
B. First Step
In step 1, we estimate the parameters determining individuals’ medical
expenditure distributions and health transitions. The parameters related
to the health expenditure distributions include—for each h1 ∈ fH1,U1g,
x̂ ∈ f0, 1g, x (only by gender)—the parameters (ah1,x̂

mx , z1mx) that character-
ize theprobability of receiving amedical shock in (16) and theparameters
(bh1,x̂

mx , z2mx, j
x̂2
xh) for the lognormal distribution of medical expenditures as

specified in (17). They are estimated by GMM using the MEPS data. We
also estimate the health transitionspx̂

xhh0 without explicitly using themodel.
52 It is known from Flinn and Heckman (1982) that it is difficult to separately identify
the discount factor b from the flow unemployed income b in standard search models.

53 This roughly matches the average 4-month death rate in the age range of 26–46, which
is the sample of individuals we include in our estimation.

54 The magnitude ofM, the measure of workers relative to firms, will be estimated, and it
is reported in table 6.

55 In the previous versions of this paper, we estimated the model allowing that the pro-
portion of newborn healthy individuals may be less than one. We always find that it is very
close to one, which leads us to choose this normalization.

56 It is important to point out here that although these numbers are fixed in the estima-
tion, we allow them to be endogenously adjusted when we solve the new equilibrium in our
counterfactual analyses in sec. VIII.

57 We estimate the after-tax income schedule parameters based on annual income and
then adjust the schedule appropriately to apply to 4-month incomes in our model environ-
ment (for details, see app. D).
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Specifically, for each h1 ∈ fH1,U1g, x̂ ∈ f0, 1g, and x, we construct five
moments, namely, the mean and variance of the medical expenditures,
the fraction of individuals with zero medical expenditure, the fraction
of individuals with zero medical expenditures in both years, and the co-
variance of the medical expenditures over the 2 years. We include the lat-
ter two dynamicmoments to identify the effect of the time-invariant unob-
served health status h2 ∈ fH2,U2g on medical expenditures.58 We classify
individuals into four categories based on observed health component,
h1 ∈ fH1, U1g, and observed insurance coverage status x̂ ∈ f0, 1g.59 Then,
we fit the theoretical moments, which are derived from our model with
periods consisting of 4 months, with empirical moments at the annual
level.60 Importantly, equations (16) and (17) include the unobserved
health component h2 ∈ fH2,U2g that the econometrician does not ob-
serve from the data. In estimating the medical expenditure process (16)
and (17), we deal with the selection of the unobserved health component
as follows. We let Prðh2 5 U2jh h1t , x̂t it51,2, xÞ depend on the individual’s
observed characteristics fh h1t , x̂t it51,2, xg, such that it varies by both first-
and second-year insurance and health status in the panel as well as the ob-
served demographic types. In particular, we specify that the probability of
h2 5 U2 takes the following logit form, by demographic type x (where we
include only gender because of data limitations):

Prðh2 5 U2j h1t , x̂tf g2
t51, xÞ

5
exp as0x 1 as1xot

1 h1t 5 H1ð Þ 1 as2xot
1 x̂t 5 1ð Þ 1 as3xot

1 x̂t 5 1 ∧ h1t 5 H1ð Þ� �
11 exp as0x 1 as1xot

1 h1t 5 H1ð Þ1as2xot
1 x̂t 5 1ð Þ1as3xot

1 x̂t 5 1 ∧ h1t 5H1ð Þ� � ,
(25)

where fh1t , x̂tg2
t51 denote, respectively, the individual’s first- and second-

year annual-level observed health component and the health insurance
status. We estimate the parameters in (25) jointly with all the other med-
ical expenditure parameters.61

ð25Þ
58 Note that we cannot directly implement the standard linear fixed effect panel regression
because the unobserved type affects the overallmedical expenditure nonlinearly; it affects the
probability of positive expenditure and the realization of positive medical expenditure.

59 The details of the classification are provided in app. C. We assume that the observed
health component and health insurance status stay fixed in the year, which is necessitated
by the difficulty in measuring the exact timing of the health care spending as related to the
health and health insurance status. An alternative strategy is to use the subsample of individ-
uals whose health and insurance status are unchanged within each year. One drawback of this
alternative approach is that it will result in an extremely small estimation sample; in particular,
this approach significantly reduces the samples whose health and insurance status change
across years, which is the key source of variation to construct the covariance moments.

60 The weighting matrix we use is the diagonal elements of the inverse of the variance-
covariance matrix of the sample moments.

61 Instead of relying on exclusion restrictions to address the selection on the unobserved
health component, our identification of the distribution of the unobserved health compo-
nent relies on the panel structure of the data, akin to the fixed effect regression.
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Note that we do not directly use the estimate of Prðh2 5 U2j
h h1t , xt it51,2, xÞ in the later estimation. Instead, from this estimate, we cal-
culate the unconditional proportion of the population with unhealthy
unobserved component, Prðh2 5 U2Þ, by integrating over the joint distri-
bution of ðh h1t , xt it51,2, xÞ observed in the data. The unconditional distri-
bution is used as an input to calculate the steady-state worker distribution
in our equilibrium model.62 We then verify how well our model is able to
account for the selection based on the unobserved health component.63

We estimate the parameters in health transition matrix px̂
xh1h

0
1
, as further

parametrized in section V.A, using the 2004 SIPP data based onmaximum
likelihood. The key issue we need to deal with is that our model period is
4 months, and while we can observe health insurance status each period
(every 4months), we observe health status only every three periods (a year).
We deal with this issue as follows, separately by demographic type x. Let
x̂t ∈ f0, 1g denote a type x worker’s insurance status at period t, and let
h1t ∈ H1 and h1t13 ∈ H1 denote, respectively, the worker’s observed health
component in period t and t 1 3 (when it is next measured); the likeli-
hood of observing h1t13 ∈ H1 conditional on x̂t , x̂t11, bxt12, and h1t ∈ H1 can
be written out explicitly using the law of total probability:

Prðh1t13jx̂t , x̂t11, x̂t12, h1t , xÞ 5 o
h1t12∈H

o
h1t11∈H

px̂t
xh1t11h1t

px̂t11

xh1t12h1t11
px̂t12

xh1t13h1t12
: (26)

We use them to formulate the log likelihood of observed data, which re-
cords the health transition every three periods, as a function of one-period
health transition parameters as capturedbypx̂

xh1h
0
1
, for x̂ ∈ f0, 1g, which cor-

responds to the health transition probability in our model.64
C. Second Step
In the second step, we estimate the remaining parameters v ; ðv1, v2Þ,
where v1 ; h gx, bx, l

xh
u , l

xh
e , d

xh, f e
M ðx, yÞ, f u

M ðxÞ, jxII , yII , jxw , cx i are param-
eters that affect worker-side dynamics and v2 ; h C , dU1

,M , mp, jp, jf i
are the additional parameters that aremostly relevant to the firm-sidemo-
ments. First, we discuss the identification of these parameters. Then, we ex-
plain how to use the actual data variation to estimate these parameters.
62 The medical expenditure process of the children is estimated with three conditional mo-
ments: themean and variance of themedical expenditures conditional on the expenditures be-
ing positive and the fraction of children with zero medical expenditure for each x̂ ∈ f0, 1g.

63 As we discuss in sec. VI.B, an important reason that we do not directly use the estimates
of Prðh2 5 U2jfh1t , x̂tg2

t51, xÞ in the second-step estimation is that they are not directly com-
parable to the steady-state distribution in our equilibrium.

64 Although our estimation procedure for the health impact of health insurance is more
restrictive than randomized or quasi-randomized experiments used in some of the recent
health literature, our estimates turn out to be largely consistent with those in the literature,
as we review in sec. VI.A.
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1. Identification
Ourmodel is an extension of the standard Burdett andMortensen (1998)
model whose identification is extensively discussed in the literature (e.g.,
Bontemps, Robin, and van den Berg 1999, 2000). In this section, we heu-
ristically discuss the identification of the additional parameters related to
health and health insurance, on both the worker side and the firm side,
that are not present in Burdett and Mortensen (1998).
We first discuss the sources of variation in the data that can identify the

worker-side parameters related to the health insurance choices of work-
ers, which include the CARA parameters gx, the consumption floor cx,
the loading factor for individual insurance yII (as in eq. [24]), the standard
deviation of preference shock to obtaining individual insurance jxII, and
the Medicaid eligibility probabilities h f e

M ðx, yÞ, f u
M ðxÞi. First, the CARA pa-

rameter gx determines the value of health insurance, which will determine
the overall uninsured rate. The consumption floor cx will also affect the
demand for insurance butmainly for low-income individuals. Thus, the in-
surance coverage rates by income (e.g., wage variations between the in-
sured and the uninsured) and employment provide the source of variation
to separately identify gx and cx. The loading factor parameter yII mainly af-
fects the demand of the pre-ACA individual private insurance relative to
other insurance options, for a given level of risk aversion. Thus, the frac-
tion of individuals holding individual private insurance among the overall
insured population is informative about yII. For the standard deviation of
the preference shock on having individual insurance jxII, note that it reg-
ulates the smoothness of the relationship between income and individual
insurance coverage, which provides the source of variation to identify jxII.
The function of Medicaid offer rates f e

M ðx, yÞ and f u
M ðxÞ are identified from

the proportions of Medicaid enrollees across demographic types, income,
andemployment status.Moreover, the identificationof these parameters is
further assisted by utilizing the panel structure of data, including the tran-
sitions of workers between insurance statuses (e.g., worker transitions be-
tween ESHI and non-ESHI jobs).
The firm-side parameters that are related to the health and health in-

surance provisions include the parameter that measures the productivity
effect of health dxh1 and a firm’s mean administrative cost of offering
health insurance C, together with the scale parameter of the administra-
tive cost shock jf (as in [11]). The identification of the productivity effect
of health dxh1 is due mainly to the fact that it is directly related to a firm’s
wage offer: as can be seen from the firm’s profit function in (12) and (13),
wage offers dependon theworkers’observedhealth component at the ini-
tial entry. Thus, if workers’ observed health component were persistent
and unhealthy individuals were less productive, they would receive lower
wages. The variation of wages across observed health status is therefore
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informative about the productivity effect of health. The parametersC and
jf are identified mainly from the relationship between the firm size and
health insurance offering probability from the firm-side data. Specifically,
the mean of the administrative cost C is identified from the probability
(in level) of small firms offering health insurance; the scale parameter
jf is identified from the relationship between the probability of offering
health insurance and firm productivity (and thus firm size).
Finally, we discuss the identification of the remaining parameters, includ-

ing the parameters measuring the labor market friction (lxh
u , l

xh
e , dxh), the

variance of the preference shock to work (jxw), flow “income” when in un-
employment (bx), and firm productivity distribution parameters (mp, jp).
First, the labor market friction parameters lxh

u , l
xh
e , and dxh are identified

from the labor market transitions from the worker-side data. Note that,
compared with the standard labor search model, we additionally have
preference shocks to work, which also affect the workers’ job transitions.
The exclusion restriction to separately identify jxw from (lxh

u , l
xh
e , dxh) is

the assumption that the preference shock to work is independent of a
firm’s characteristics. To see this, note from equations (A5) and (A6) that
endogenous quits induced by the preference shock depend on employ-
ees’ current wage and ESHI status. Thus, by using the variation of labor
market transition from a previous employer’s contract, one can separately
identify these parameters. Finally, similar to other labor search models,
the flow “income” in unemployment (bx) and the firm productivity distri-
bution parameters (mp, jp) are identified from the observed wage and firm
size distributions.
In appendix F, we provide numerical assessments of how changes in

some of the key parameters affect the predicted outcomes. It supports
the identification intuition described above. Moreover, it provides infor-
mal diagnosis about which parameters can be more sensitive to certain
moments (Andrews, Gentzkow, and Shapiro 2017).
2. Estimation
Our objective function is based on the GMM that consists of the worker-
side data from SIPP and the firm-side data from Kaiser. Specifically, let
the targeted moments be

MðvÞ 5
mw 2 E½mw ; v�
mf 2 E½mf ; v�

" #
, (27)

where mw is a vector of worker-side moments and mf is a vector of firm-
side moments, details of which are described below.
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Then, we construct an objective function as

min
vf g

MðvÞ0WMðvÞ, (28)

where theweightingmatrixW is a diagonalmatrix of inverse of variance of
corresponding moment.65 Let MðvÞ 5 E½ð∂MðvÞÞ=∂v0� denote the gradi-
ent matrix of the moment conditions with respect to the parameters eval-
uated at the true parameter values, and let Q 5 E½MðvÞMðvÞ0� denote the
variance-covariancematrix of themoment condition. As in Petrin (2002),
we first assume thatΩ takes a block diagonal matrix because differentmo-
ments come from different sampling processes. The asymptotic variance
of

ffiffiffi
n

p ðv̂ 2 vÞ is then given by

MðvÞ0WMðvÞ½ �21
MðvÞ0WQWMðvÞ MðvÞ0WMðvÞ½ �21

,

which we use to calculate the standard errors of the parameter estimates.
We relegate the full list of targeted moments for our GMM estimator

to appendix E. Our choice of moments is motivated by our identification
arguments presented in section V.C.1. They consist of cross-sectional
moments on employment, wage, health, andhealth insurance status across
demographic groups; workers’ labor market transitions; firm size; firm size
distribution; and ESHI provisions.
VI. Estimation Results

A. Parameter Estimates

1. Parameters Estimated in the First Step
Tables 4 and 5 respectively report the step 1 parameter estimates for the
medical expenditure processes as described by (16) and (17) and the
health transition processes px

xhh0 . The estimated coefficients imply that
unhealthy individuals and individuals with health insurance tend to be
more likely to experience medical shocks. Moreover, conditional on ex-
periencing medical shocks, the medical expenditure realizations for the
unhealthy individuals and individuals with health insurance tend to have
highermeans andhigher variances.Quantitatively, both the observed and
the unobserved health components significantly impact the means and
variances of medical expenditures.
In table 5, we report theparameter estimate for the transitionmatrix for

the observed health component, by gender and health insurance status.
For the most part, the parameter estimates for the health transitions are
consistent with the notion that there is a significant health insurance effect
65 We do not use the optimal weight matrix because of its potentially poor small-sample
properties, as suggested by Altonji and Segal (1996).
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66 Also see Courtemanche and Zapata (2014) for similar evidence from Massachusett
health reform. Levy and Meltzer (2008) provide a comprehensive survey on the previou
literature that examined the health effect of health insurance.
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on the dynamics of the observable health component. Specifically, our es-
timates indicate thatp1

xH1H1
> p0

xH1H1
, which implies that workers with health

insurance are more likely to stay in the observable healthy component
than those without health insurance. Similarly, we find that p1

xU1U1
< p0

xU1U1
,

which implies that workers with health insurance are more likely to tran-
sition out of the observed unhealthy status to healthy.
It is useful to note that our estimates of the effect of health insurance on

observed (self-reported) health are consistent with the experimental evi-
dence found in Finkelstein et al. (2012), where they use the randomized
control design in the allocation of Medicaid insurance to oversubscribers
inOregon in 2008. They found that 1 year after being randomly allocated,
Medicaid insurance increases the probability that people self-report “good”
or “excellent” health (compared with “fair” or “poor” health) by 25% and
increases the probability of not screening positive for depression by 10%.
The findings about the positive effect of insurance on self-reported physi-
cal and mental health persist after 2 years despite the finding in Baicker
et al. (2013) that Medicaid has no statistically significant effect on mea-
sured blood pressure and cholesterol approximately 2 years after the
experiment.66
2. Parameters Estimated in the Second Step
Table 6 reports the parameter estimates from step 2, which consist of
v1 ; h gx, bx, l

xh
u , l

xh
e , d

xh, f e
M ðx, yÞ, f u

M ðxÞ, jxII , yII , jxw , cx i and v2 ; h dxh, C ,
M , mp , jp, jf i. Panel A reports the parameters that are related to the labor
market frictions. We find that the offer arrival rate for an unemployed
worker lxh

u is 0.504 (5exp(0.016)/[1 1 exp(0.016)]) for single men
without children who are observably healthy. This estimate implies that it
TABLE 5
First-Step Parameter Estimate for the Health Transitions px

xh1h
0
1
,

by Gender and Health Insurance Status

PARAMETER

MALE FEMALE

Estimate Standard Error Estimate Standard Error

A. Health Transition Parameters in p1
xh1h

0
1

p1
xH1H1

.9788 .0231 .9799 .0217
p1

xU1U1
.5696 .1671 .7142 .1813

B. Health Transition Parameters in p0
xh1h

0
1

p0
xH1H1

.9740 .0350 .9673 .0494
p0

xU1U 1 .7018 .2040 .7983 .1999
s
s
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takes on average about 7.9 months for such an unemployed individual to
receive anoffer.However, we also find that there is a large heterogeneity of
arrival rates. Specifically, we find that individuals whose observed health
component is unhealthy or whoare female tend tohavemuch lower arrival
rates of job offers; on the other hand,married individuals and individuals
with children tend to have somewhat higher offer arrival rates while un-
employed. We also find that the offer arrival rates for employed workers,
lxh
e , are about 0.20 for single men without children who are observably

healthy. This implies that it takes on average about 19 months for such
a currently employed worker to receive an outside offer.67 We also find
that the on-the-job offer arrival rate tends to be lower for workers whose
observable health component is unhealthy or who are female and some-
what higher formarried individuals and individuals with children. Also in
panel A, our estimates for the probability of exogenous job destruction,
dxh, imply that there is a 5.4% probability in a 4-month period for a job to
be exogenously terminated for single men without children who are ob-
servably healthy. But we also find that unhealthy individuals have a higher
job destruction rate, indicating that bad health significantly lowers a
worker’s ability to continue working the job. The exogenous job destruc-
tion rates are lower for females, the married, and those with children.
In panel B, we report our estimate of CARA coefficients gx. Note that we

allow the risk aversion to vary only by gender. We estimate that the CARA
coefficient is about 3.71E-4 (recalling that our unit is $10,000) for males
and 4.88E-4 for females. Using the 4-month average wages for employed
workers reported in table 1, which is about $10,610 for males and $8,050
for females, our estimated CARA coefficients imply relative risk aversions
of about 3.50 for males and 6.06 for females. These are squarely in the
range of estimates of CARA and relative risk-aversion coefficients in the
literature (for a summary of such estimates, see Cohen and Einav 2007),
and they are also consistent with the findings by others that women tend
to bemore risk averse thanmen in theWestern economies (see, e.g., Barsky
et al. [1997] for survey evidence and Levin, Snyder, and Chapman [1988]
and Borghans et al. [2009] for experimental evidence that women are
more risk averse than men).
67 Dey and Flinn (2005) estimated that the mean wait between contacts for the unem-
ployed is about 3.25 months, while a contact between a new potential employer and a cur-
rently employed individual occurs about every 19 months. The differences for the contact
rate for the unemployed between our paper and Dey and Flinn (2005) could be because of
the fact that a period is 4 months in our paper while it is 1 week in Dey and Flinn (2005).
An unemployed individual in both the first month and the fifth month will be considered
as being in a continuous unemployment spell, though at weekly frequency he could have
been matched with some firms in between. This may lead us to a lower estimate for the
contact rate for the unemployed. Another possibility is the differences in the sample selec-
tion: our sample includes only individuals with no more than high school degree, while
Dey and Flinn’s (2005) sample has at least a high school degree.



TABLE 6
Parameter Estimate from Step 2

Parameter Estimate Standard Error

A. Labor Market Frictions

Job offer arrival rate for unemployed
lxh
u (eq. [18]):

Constant: lu0 .016 .0041
1(h1 5 U1) : lu1 2.200 .0097
1(Female): lu2 2.646 .0024
1(HasChildren): lu3 .018 .0021
1(Married): lu4 .033 .002

Job offer arrival rate for employed lxh
e

(eq. [19]):
Constant: le0 21.370 .0098
1(h1 5 U1) : le1 2.173 .0204
1(Female): le2 21.297 .0064
1(HasChildren): le3 2.348 .003
1(Married): lu4 .102 .0041

Job destruction rate dxh (eq. [20]):
Constant: d0 22.851 .0011
1(h1 5 U1): d1 .806 .0054
1(Female): d2 2.031 .0092
1(HasChildren): d3 2.101 .0032
1(Married): d4 2.698 .0052

B. Risk-Aversion Parameters gx (E-4)

Male 3.708 .0292
Female 4.878 .0017

C. Flow Consumption of Unemployed bx

Single men .017 .0022
Married men without children .018 .0053
Married men with children .017 .0026
Single women without children .019 .001
Single women with children .018 .0012
Married women without children .022 .0009
Married women with children .018 .0005

D. Preference Shocks

Standard deviation of preference
shock to work: jxw .165 .0011

Standard deviation of preference
shock to private insurance: jxII .002 .00002

E. Firm-Side Parameters

Productivity effect of bad health: dU1
.401 .0117

Locationparameter of firmproductivity
distribution: mp 2.288 .0035

Scale parameter of firm productivity
distribution: jp .579 .0006

Mean of fixed cost of offering ESHI: C .210 .1569
Smoothing parameter of the fixed cost

of offering ESHI: jf .150 .0029
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In panel C, we report our estimated values for the “monetary income”
received while in unemployment bx for demographic group x. We find
that the magnitude of bx is small overall for all groups, and it ranges from
$170 to $220 for 4 months. The relatively small estimates of bx suggests
that a large fraction of the unemployment insurance benefits is probably
expensed for job search or other psychological costs associated with be-
ing unemployed.
In panel D, we report our estimates of the standard deviations of the

preference shocks to work, jxw, and the preference shocks to private insur-
ance, jxII. Our estimates indicate that there is a substantial variation in the
preference shock to work, while the standard deviation of the preference
shock to purchase private insurance is much smaller.
In panel E, we report our estimates of the firm-side parameters. We find

that there is substantial productivity loss for workers with unhealthy ob-
servable component: the productivity of an unhealthy worker (those who
self-reported health as “poor” or “fair”), dU1

, is about 0.40, which implies
that there is a 60% productivity loss for unhealthy workers relative to
healthy workers.68 Moreover, we find that the mean of the administration
cost for firms to offer ESHI, C, is about $2,100 per 4 months—that is,
about $6,300 per year. The smoothing parameter of the fixed cost of
offering ESHI, jf, as specified in (11), is estimated to be about $1,500,
which is of a similar magnitude as the estimate of C. We estimate that
the scale and shape parameters of the lognormal productivity distribution
are20.288 and 0.579, respectively, which implies that themean (4-month)
TABLE 6 (Continued)

Parameter Estimate Standard Error

F. Other Parameters

Worker size: M 21.436 .2267
Loading factor in pre-ACA individual

insurance market: yII .690 .0046
Consumption floor: cx .005 .0022
Medicaid eligibility probability for the

employed f e
M ðx, yÞ (eq. [22]):

1(HasChildren): ae
m0 1.010 .0174

1(NoChildren): ae
m1 22.947 .7771

Income: ae
m2 2.528 .0142

Income2: ae
m3 1.325 .0124

Medicaid eligibility probability for the
unemployed f u

M ðxÞ  (eq. [23]):
1(HasChildren): au

m0 1.391 .049
1(NoChildren): au

m1 23.466 .1699
68 There is a vast literature examining whe
using different methods and different data.
individuals are more productive. For a th
health and productivity, see Tompa (2002).
ther healthy workers h
Most papers share the
orough survey on the
ave higher productivity
findings that healthier
relationships between
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productivity of firms is about $8,864. The fact that the mean accepted
4-month wages in our sample are on average $9,530 (see table 1) is largely
because of the fact that more productive firms attract more workers in the
steady state, as our model implies. Our estimate of the loading factor in
the individual insurance market is yII 5 0:69, which implies that the pre-
dicted medical loss ratio—the ratio of the claim cost over the premium—

is about 0.60.69

Finally, in panel F we report the estimates of remaining parameters. To
fit the averagefirm size, our estimate ofM—the ratio betweenworkers and
firms—is about 21.44. This estimate is about the same as the average estab-
lishment size of 21.02 reported in table 3. Because of thepreference shock
to work that we introduced in our model, all firms in our model, regard-
less of their productivity, will attract some workers in equilibrium. Our es-
timate of the consumptionfloor cx is verymodest at about $50 for 4months.70

We also estimate that for both the employed and theunemployed, individ-
uals with children are more likely to be eligible for Medicaid; in addition,
for the employed, individuals with lower income are more likely to be el-
igible for Medicaid.
B. Within-Sample Goodness of Fit
In this section, we examine the within-sample goodness of fit of our esti-
mates by comparing the model predictions with their data counterparts.
Tables 7 and 8 report the model fits for medical expenditure in the first
step. Table 7 focuses on the cross-sectional fit for medical expenditures,
for adults by gender and by observable health status and health insurance
status, and for children by health insurance status. The table shows that
our parameter estimates fit the data on the conditional means and vari-
ances very well; we also accurately replicate the fraction of individuals with
zero medical expenditures conditional, both for adults and for children.
Table 8 focuses on the within-individual dynamics of medical expendi-
tures. Forthisexercise,weexploit thepanel featureofMEPSdata.Fordiffer-
ent combinations of observable health component and health insurance
69 Quantitatively, this prediction is consistent with the finding in Cicala, Lieber, and
Marone (2019) that the median medical loss ratio in the individual health insurance mar-
kets between 2005 and 2009 was close to 0.70. They also find that the median medical loss
ratio threshold among states with some regulation was 0.65.

70 The estimates of the consumption floor are clearly model specific and depend on what
government programs are already included in the analysis. For example, De Nardi, French,
and Jones (2010) estimate a consumption floor of $2,663 (in 1998 dollars) per year in their
life-cyclemodel of elderly savings, but they argue that this includes the value of theMedicaid
coverage for the elderly. We explicitly includeMedicaid in our analysis, so our estimate of the
“consumption floor” for the uninsured is more narrowly focused on emergency care, e.g.,
and is thus lower. Similarly, French, Jones, and von Gaudecker (2017) argued that their es-
timate of the consumption floor likely captures the medically needy pathway for Medicaid,
debt removal through bankruptcy, or debt forgiveness by hospitals.
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status in the 2-yearpanel, wepresent themodel fit for the covarianceofpos-
itive medical expenditure across the 2 years and the fraction of individuals
with zero expenditure in both years. It is shown that we fit all the condi-
tional moments well.71

Table 9 reports the fit for the annual transitions of the observable health
component, by gender and health insurance status. Recall that in the SIPP
data, the self-reported health is surveyed annually and the insurance status
is surveyed every 4 months. For simplicity, in table 9 we show the model fit
for individuals who were either continuously insured or continuously un-
insured throughout the year. It shows that ourmodel fits the data very well.
For both males and females, it captured the pattern that insured workers
are more likely to transition to be healthy (in the observed health compo-
nent), but the effect of health insurance in improving health ismuchmore
pronounced for females than for males.
Tables 10 and 11 report the model fit for the worker-side moments. In

table 10, we show that the model fits reasonably well the cross-sectional
distribution of the employed (panel A) and the unemployed (panel B)
by demographic types, observable health, and health insurance status; in
table 11, we show that the model fits well the mean wages conditional on
demographic types, observable health, and health insurance status.
TABLE 7
Cross-Sectional Fit for Medical Expenditure: Model vs. Data

OBSERVED HEALTH/
HEALTH INSURANCE

Mean of Expenditure

Variance

of Expenditure

Fraction with

Zero Expenditure

Data Model Data Model Data Model

A. Male

(h1 5 U1, x̂ 5 0) .174 .171 .352 .352 .337 .333
(h1 5 U1, x̂ 5 1) 1.093 1.117 11.707 11.707 .109 .108
(h1 5 H1, x̂ 5 0) .048 .044 .091 .091 .608 .612
(h1 5 H1, x̂ 5 1) .153 .155 .149 .149 .273 .276

B. Female

(h1 5 U1, x̂ 5 0) .196 .198 .179 .179 .211 .209
(h1 5 U1, x̂ 5 1) .860 .846 6.519 6.519 .023 .025
(h1 5 H1, x̂ 5 0) .080 .073 .058 .058 .384 .391
(h1 5 H1, x̂ 5 1) .286 .294 .515 .515 .107 .101

C. Children

x̂ 5 0 .064 .064 .061 .061 .337 .337
x̂ 5 1 .140 .140 .336 .336 .108 .108
71 From the 12 poten
choose six targeted mo
tial health and health in
ments with sufficiently lar
surance combinatio
ge sample size.
ns in the
Note.—The unit of medical expenditure is $10,000 at the annual level.
2 years, we
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In table 12, we report themodel fit for the one-period transition of work-
ers’ labor market transitions, by their observed health status. Although the
fit is not perfect, in general the model is able to explain the significant ef-
fect of health status on labor market transitions. Our model overpredicts
the probability that an employed worker with unhealthy observed health
component transitions from a job with ESHI to unemployment, and the
model underpredicts the probability that an unhealthy employed worker
transitions from a job without ESHI to another job without ESHI.
TABLE 8
Time Series Fit for Medical Expenditure: Model vs. Data

OBSERVED HEALTH/
HEALTH INSURANCE

IN YEARS t AND t 0

Covariance of Medical

Expenditure over 2 Years

Fraction of Zero Medical

Expenditures over 2 Years

Data Model Data Model

A. Male�
h1t 5 U1, x̂1t 5 0
h1t 0 5 U1, x̂2t 0 5 0

�
.050 .049 .211 .200�

h1t 5 U1, x̂1t 5 0
h1t 0 5 H1, x̂2t 0 5 0

�
.012 .014 .284 .306�

h1t 5 U1, x̂1t 5 1
h1t 0 5 H1, x̂2t 0 5 1

�
.161 .098 .057 .059�

h1t 5 H1, x̂1t 5 0
h1t 0 5 H1, x̂2t 0 5 0

�
.004 .004 .484 .475�

h1t 5 H1, x̂1t 5 0
h1t 0 5 H1, x̂2t 0 5 1

�
.015 .013 .270 .261�

h1t 5 H1, x̂1t 5 1
h1t 0 5 H1, x̂2t 0 5 1

�
.037 .041 .144 .147

B. Female�
h1t 5 U1, x̂1t 5 0
h1t 0 5 U1, x̂2t 0 5 0

�
.055 .049 .099 .104�

h1t 5 U1, x̂1t 5 0
h1t 0 5 H1, x̂2t 0 5 0

�
.014 .015 .167 .161�

h1t 5 U1, x̂1t 5 1
h1t 0 5 H1, x̂2t 0 5 1

�
.025 .057 .021 .015�

h1t 5 H1, x̂1t 5 0
h1t 0 5 H1, x̂2t 0 5 0

�
.003 .004 .248 .244�

h1t 5 H1, x̂1t 5 0
h1t 0 5 H1, x̂2t 0 5 1

�
.000 .010 .104 .102�

h1t 5 H1, x̂1t 5 1
h1t 0 5 H1, x̂2t 0 5 1

�
.046 .029 .035 .043
Note.—The unit of medical expenditure is $10,000 at the annual level.
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In table 13, we compare the model’s predictions of the targeted
employer-side moments listed in appendix E with those in the data. In
general, our model fits reasonably well on average, including mean firm
size, fraction of firms with fewer than 50 workers, and health insurance
coverage rate by firm size. Our model captures the pattern that larger
firms are more likely to offer ESHI, as consistent with the data: our model
predicts that the ESHI offering rate for firms with fewer than 10 workers is
about 44.6% but will rise to 93.5% for firms with more than 50 workers.
However, our model underpredicts the ESHI offering rates for firms with
10–30 and 30–50 workers.
Finally, it is useful to point out that, in a sense to be described below, our

model also predicts well the distribution of unobserved health components
in thepopulation.Note that in theMEPSdata, theunobservedhealth com-
ponents are recovered as a function of the individuals’ combination of
observed health components and health insurance status over the 2 years
at the annual frequency, but in our model the steady-state distribution of
the unobserved health components are defined over the 4-month model
period. For this reason, we cannot directly compare the distribution of
the unobserved health component in the steady state of the model with the
distribution of the unobserved health components recovered from the
MEPS. Instead,weexamine themodel’s implicationonmedicalexpenditure
in the steady-state equilibrium, which is untargeted in our second-step es-
timation.72 Because the unobserved health components affect themedical
expenditure, themodel should be able to predict well the averagemedical
expenditure as long as it generates the selection patterns consistent with
the data. Table 14 compares the mean medical expenditure in the model
with the mean medical expenditure in the MEPS data. It shows that the
model prediction matches the data reasonably well.
TABLE 9
Fit for Annual Health Transitions of Observed Health Component

by Gender and Insurance Status: Model vs. Data

Male Female

Data Model Data Model

A. Insured throughout the Year

Healthy to healthy .963 .938 .956 .941
Unhealthy to unhealthy .172 .185 .386 .364

B. Uninsured throughout the Year

Healthy to healthy .949 .924 .943 .905
Unhealthy to unhealthy .222 .346 .556 .509
72 This validation approach is
mate their model in two steps.
very similar to Low and Pistafer
ri (2015), who
 also esti-
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VII. Mechanisms
By using the model estimates, we now shed light on how our model can
generate the positive correlations among wage, health insurance, and
firm size that we discussed in the introduction. In table 15, we use the
estimates from section VI to shed light on the detailed mechanisms for
why in ourmodel more productive firms have stronger incentives to offer
health insurance than less productive firms. For this purpose, we simulate
the health composition of the workforce for the firms with the bottom
20% and the top 20% of productivity in our discretized (with 150 grid
points) productivity distribution.
Row 1 in panel A of table 15 shows that, in the steady state, the fraction

of unhealthy workers based on the observed health in low- and high-
productivity firms that offer ESHI is 5.58% and 5.11%, respectively; in
contrast, the fraction of unhealthy workers in low- and high-productivity
firms that do not offer ESHI is 7.03% and 5.70%, respectively.73 Thus,
high-productivity firms tend to have more observably healthy workers,
regardless of whether they provide health insurance. This arises in our
model partly because observably healthy workers, both employed and
unemployed, receive offers at a higher probability than unhealthy work-
ers, and thus they are more likely to climb the job ladder toward high-
productivity firms. In contrast, in row 2 we observe a substantial degree of
adverse selectionon theunobserved component of thehealth: for any level
of firm productivity, the fraction of workers who are unhealthy in the un-
observable health component is higher if a firm offers ESHI than if it does
not, though the difference is much more modest for high-productivity
firms. This result occurs because in ourmodel wedonot allowfirms topost
wage offers conditional on their unobservable health component and be-
cause the unobservable health component is a permanent health type. In
panels B–D, we disentangle the advantage of high-productivity relative to
low-productivity firms in offering health insurance into three components:
(1) the adverse selection effect among new hires, (2) the health improve-
ment effect of health insurance, and (3) the retention effect.
In panel B (row 3), we illustrate that the adverse selection from offering

health insurance in terms of the fraction of unhealthy on the unobserved
health component among the new hires is less severe for high-productivity
firms than for low-productivity firms. Specifically, we show that in the low-
productivity firms, the fraction of unobservably unhealthy among the new
hires—including those hired directly from the unemployment pool and
those poached from other firms (i.e., job-to-job switchers)—is 45.30% if
they offer health insurance and 42.40% if they do not; in contrast, in
73 The same patterns hold conditional on the demographic type x. They are available
upon request from the authors.
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the high-productivity firms the fraction of unhealthy is 39.53% if they of-
fer health insurance, which is virtually identical to the case of if they do
not offer health insurance (40.32%).74 Thus, the new hires attracted to
low-productivity firms that offer health insurance are indeed somewhat
unhealthier, which is amanifestation of adverse selection, but importantly,
the new hires to high-productivity firms are significantly healthier than
those to the low-productivity firms. This reflects the following facts: high-
productivity firms offering health insurance can at the same time offer
higher wages; in contrast, low-productivity firms can offer only low wages
if they were to offer health insurance. As a result, high-productivity firms
canpoach a larger fraction of healthy workers fromamuchwider range of
firms. Note that in this model the initial selection based on the observed
health component is not a crucial source of adverse selection because
firms are allowed to condition their wage offers on workers’ observed
health component.
In panel C, we show that the adverse selection effect that a firmoffering

health insurance suffers in terms of the unobserved health component of
their new hires can bemitigated by the positive effect of health insurance
on the improvement of the observed health component. In row 5, we show
that if those new hires stay at the same firms for nine periods (3 years),
those hired at firms offering ESHI would be significantly healthier than
those in firms not offering ESHI. Then, in panel D we show that the pos-
itive effect of health insurance on health, which leads to increased pro-
ductivity of the workers, is better captured by high-productivity firms.75

It shows that the job-to-job transition rate for workers in high-productivity
firms, regardless of their health status, is significantly lower than that in
low-productivity firms. Thus in our model, high-productivity firms enjoy
several advantages in offering health insurance to their workers relative
to low-productivity firms: first, they face a less severe adverse selection
problem among the newhires; second, they aremore likely to retain their
workers, as their observable health component is improved by insurance,
which allows them to capture the increased productivity from the health
improvement effect of health insurance as well as the reduction in the ex-
pected health care cost.
74 Using estimates in panel C of table 4, we can calculate the fraction with the unhealthy
unobserved component in the population to be about 48.46%, which is much higher than
the fraction with the unhealthy observed component in the population, which is 7.7% (see
panel B of table 1).

75 Note that if the arrival rate of job offer for the employed for the healthy individuals is
significantly higher than for healthy individuals, then having more healthy individuals may
lead to the higher turnover. However, this effect will work mainly for the low-productivity
firms, as workers in high-productivity firms are less likely to find a better job.



TABLE 10
Cross-Sectional Distribution of the Employed and the Unemployed

by Demographic Types, Observed Health, and Health Insurance Status:

Model vs. Data

Demographic Type/

Observed Health

Uninsured ESHI

Individual

Private

Health

Insurance Medicaid

Spousal

Insurance

Data Model Data Model Data Model Data Model Data Model

A. Employed Individuals

Single men:
Healthy .061 .056 .110 .110 .004 .008 .004 .000
Unhealthy .005 .001 .007 .006 .000 .003 .001 .000

Married men
without child:

Healthy .010 .007 .029 .035 .001 .001 .001 .000 .008 .005
Unhealthy .000 .000 .003 .002 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

Married men
with child:

Healthy .066 .037 .164 .188 .004 .004 .010 .007 .032 .031
Unhealthy .004 .001 .008 .009 .000 .001 .002 .000 .004 .002

Single women
without child:

Healthy .013 .016 .039 .030 .001 .004 .002 .000
Unhealthy .002 .002 .004 .002 .000 .001 .000 .000

Single women
with child:

Healthy .023 .027 .052 .054 .001 .005 .019 .008
Unhealthy .002 .003 .005 .004 .000 .001 .002 .001

Married women
without child:

Healthy .005 .005 .027 .027 .001 .001 .000 .000 .011 .008
Unhealthy .000 .000 .001 .002 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .001

Married women with
child:

Healthy .024 .021 .080 .117 .005 .004 .006 .006 .059 .040
Unhealthy .003 .002 .003 .008 .000 .001 .002 .001 .003 .003

B. Unemployed Individuals

Single men:
Healthy .008 .017 .000 .000 .001 .001
Unhealthy .002 .001 .000 .000 .000 .000

Married men
without child:

Healthy .002 .001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .001 .001
Unhealthy .001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

Married men
with child:

Healthy .003 .002 .000 .000 .001 .006 .001 .005
Unhealthy .001 .000 .000 .000 .002 .000 .001 .000

Single women without
child:

Healthy .002 .008 .000 .000 .001 .000
Unhealthy .001 .001 .000 .000 .001 .000

Single women
with child:

Healthy .004 .003 .000 .000 .006 .012
Unhealthy .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .001
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TABLE 10 (Continued)

Demographic Type/

Observed Health

Uninsured ESHI

Individual

Private

Health

Insurance Medicaid

Spousal

Insurance

Data Model Data Model Data Model Data Model Data Model

Married women
without child:

Healthy .001 .001 .000 .000 .001 .000 .002 .002
Unhealthy .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

Married women with
child:

Healthy .007 .001 .000 .000 .002 .005 .011 .008
Unhealthy .000 .000 .000 .000 .001 .001 .001 .001
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TABLE 11
Cross-Sectional Wage Distribution by Demographic Types

and Health Insurance Status: Model vs. Data

Demographic

Type/Observed

Health

Uninsured ESHI

Individual

Private

Health

Insurance Medicaid

Spousal

Insurance

Data Model Data Model Data Model Data Model Data Model

Single men:
Healthy .785 .770 1.082 1.076 .939 .979 .566 .607 NA NA
Unhealthy .746 .729 1.000 1.036 .856 .793 .813 .571 NA NA

Married men
without child:

Healthy .756 .823 1.247 1.177 1.061 1.026 .568 .632 1.105 .850
Unhealthy 1.065 .759 1.047 1.155 NA .867 .823 .595 1.698 .826

Married men
with child:

Healthy .844 .846 1.245 1.159 1.170 1.098 .804 .664 1.168 .841
Unhealthy .920 .766 1.244 1.144 NA .936 .745 .643 1.075 .825

Single women
without child:

Healthy .598 .719 .920 .921 .446 .785 .528 .580 NA NA
Unhealthy .604 .718 .692 .872 .608 .710 .356 .557 NA NA

Single women
with child:

Healthy .541 .736 .915 .936 .403 .905 .547 .606 NA NA
Unhealthy .429 .750 .765 .907 NA .791 .481 .596 NA NA

Married women
without child:

Healthy .641 .754 .970 .989 .878 .829 .351 .598 .891 .768
Unhealthy .406 .747 .886 .963 .486 .761 NA .574 .237 .749

Married women
with child:

Healthy .551 .770 .993 .969 .873 .892 .460 .623 .757 .758
Unhealthy .615 .774 .874 .950 .522 .811 .403 .610 .706 .749
Note.—The unit of wage is $10,000 at the 4-month level. NA 5 not applicable.
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In appendix F, we provide further assessments to show how other fea-
tures of the model determine the relationship between wage, health in-
surance provision, and firm size. We investigate the effects of the fixed ad-
ministrative cost of offering ESHI, health insurance effect on health, risk
aversion, effects of health on productivity, labor market frictions, and ad-
verse selection by conducting numerical comparative statics. We show that
each of themhas ameaningful anddifferentiated impact on afirm’s incen-
tive to offer ESHI.
VIII. Counterfactual Experiments
In this section, we use our estimated model to examine the impact of the
ACA, its key components, and various alternative policy designs. For the
ACA, we consider a stylized version that incorporates its main components
as mentioned in the introduction: first, all individuals are required to have
health insurance or must pay a penalty; second, all firms with more than
TABLE 12
Workers’ Labor Market Transitions by Observed Health Status: Model vs. Data

Observed Health Data Model

A. Unemployment-to-Employment
Transition

Healthy .48 .41
Unhealthy .38 .34

B. Employment-to-Unemployment
Transition

From jobs without ESHI to unemployment:
Healthy .03 .04
Unhealthy .10 .08

From jobs with ESHI to unemployment:
Healthy .01 .03
Unhealthy .01 .07

C. Job-to-Job Transition

From jobs without ESHI to jobs with ESHI:
Healthy .07 .02
Unhealthy .01 .02

From jobs without ESHI to jobs without ESHI:
Healthy .07 .02
Unhealthy .09 .01

From jobs with ESHI to jobs with ESHI:
Healthy .01 .01
Unhealthy .00 .01

From jobs with ESHI to jobs without ESHI:
Healthy .05 .01
Unhealthy .04 .01



TABLE 14
Mean 4-Month Medical Expenditure: Model (Predicted

in the Steady-State Equilibrium) vs. Data (MEPS)

Data Model

All population .074 .072
Male only .054 .063
Female only .092 .096
Note.—The unit of medical expenditure is $10,000 at the 4-month level.
TABLE 13
Employer-Side Moments: Model vs. Data

Data Model

Average firm size 21.020 20.748
Fraction of firms with fewer than 50 workers .929 .903
ESHI offering rate for firms with fewer than 10 workers .467 .446
ESHI offering rate for firms with 10–30 workers .744 .452
ESHI offering rate for firms with 30–50 workers .862 .678
ESHI offering rate for firms with more than 50 workers .934 .935
TABLE 15
Understanding Why High-Productivity Firms Are More Likely

to Offer Health Insurance Than Low-Productivity Firms

STATISTICS

Low-

Productivity Firms

High-

Productivity Firms

ESHI No ESHI ESHI No ESHI

A. Steady-State Distribution of Health Status

Fraction observed unhealthy in steady state .0558 .0703 .0511 .0570
Fraction unobserved unhealthy in steady
state .5061 .4557 .4074 .3920

B. Adverse Selection Effect

Fraction of unobserved unhealthy among
new hires .4530 .4240 .3953 .4032

C. Health Improvement of Health Insurance
(Observed Health Status)

One-period-ahead fraction of unhealthy
among new hires .0576 .0629 .0543 .0570

Nine-period-ahead fraction of unhealthy
among new hires .0536 .0786 .0518 .0638

D. Retention Effect

Job-to-job transition rate for observed
healthy workers .01884 .02038 .00021 .00039

Job-to-job transition rate for observed un-
healthy workers .00081 .01512 .00001 .00057
Note.—For the simulations reported in this table, the low- and high-productivity firms
are the firms with the bottom 20% and top 20% of productivity in our discretized produc-
tivity distribution support.
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50 workers are required to offer health insurance or must pay a penalty;
third, we consider that the individual health insurance market is replaced
by a health insurance exchange where individuals can purchase health in-
surance at a community-rated premium; fourth, the participants in the
health insurance exchange can obtain income-based subsidies; fifth, indi-
viduals whose income is below 138% of the FPL are eligible for Medicaid
regardless of their demographic status. Note that the ACA’s Medicaid ex-
pansion is state specific and about 30 states expanded Medicaid in 2014,
although in our analysis we consider it as the national expansion. In sec-
tion VIII.C.2, we argue that the main qualitative findings will remain valid
when Medicaid is only partially expanded.
The introduction of health insurance exchange represents a substan-

tial departure from our benchmark model because the premium in the
health insurance exchangeneeds to be endogenously determined in equi-
librium. As a result, we will first describe how we extend and analyze our
benchmark model to incorporate the health insurance exchange.
A. Model for the Counterfactual Experiments
We provide a brief explanation of the main changes in the economic en-
vironment for the model used in our counterfactual experiments. First,
an introduction of individual mandate and premium subsidies changes
the budget constraint of individuals; as a result, the expected flow utility
vxh(y, x) in the counterfactual differs from (4) in the benchmark and is
now defined as

vxhðy, xÞ 5

E~m0
xh
ux maxfT yð Þ 2 ~m0

xh, c xg 2 PW ðyÞð Þ if  x 5 0,

ux T y, xð Þð Þ if  x ∈ 1, 3f g,
ux T y, xð Þ 1 SUB y, REXð Þ 2 REXð Þ if  x 5 2,

ux T y 2 RSP , xð Þð Þ if  x 5 4,

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
(29)

where x 5 2 now indicates health insurance obtained from the health in-
surance exchange in place of the private individual insurance market in
the benchmark; PW(y) denotes the penalty to individuals who remain un-
insured under the ACA, which depends on income level and will be para-
meterizedbelow in (35) for theACA; and SUB(y,REX)denotes income-based
subsidies to an individual with income y who purchases health insurance
from the exchange, whereREX is the premium in the exchangedetermined
in (32) below, which because of community-rating regulations does not
depend on health status h or gender; and RSP is the spousal insurance pre-
mium(to bedetermined in equilibrium, as described in [34] below).With
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this modification, the individual optimization problem can be character-
ized and solved as in the benchmark model.
The introduction of an employer mandate penalty, however, makes a

firm’s problem much more complicated. Firms with more than 50 work-
ers now face a penalty if they do not offer health insurance. Let PE(n) de-
note the amount of the penalty, which depends on the firm size n. We
parameterize PE(n) in (36) for the employer mandate penalty under the
ACA. The firm’s profit maximization problem will now change to

max P0ðpÞ,P1ðpÞ 2 jf e
� �

,

where

P0ðpÞ 5 max
w0

H ,w
0
Uf g
P w0

H , w
0
U , E 5 0ð Þ

; o
x
o
h0
1∈H1

o
h∈H

pdxh 2 w0
h0
1

� �
nxh w0

h0
1
, 0

� �
2 PE n w0

h0
1
, 0

� �� �
,

(30)

P1ðpÞ 5 max
w1

H ,w
1
Uf g
P w1

H , w
1
U , E 5 1

� �
; o

x
o
h0
1∈H1

o
h∈H

pdxh 2 w1
h0
1
2 m1

xh

� �
nxh w1

h0
1
, 1

� �� 	
2 C ,

(31)

wherenðw0
h0
1
, 0Þ 5 oxoh0

1∈H1
oh∈Hnxhðw0

h0
1
, 0Þdenotes the totalnumberofwork-

ers in the steady state for a firm that offers contract (w0
h0
1
, 0) and the term

PEðnðw0
h0
1
, 0ÞÞ in the expression for P0(p) denotes the penalty to employers

for not offering ESHI to their workers.
The premium in the insurance exchange, REX, is determined on the ba-

sis of the average medical expenditures of all participants in the health
insurance exchange, multiplied by 1 1 yEX , where yEX > 0 is the loading
factor for health insurance exchange; specifically,

REX 5 ð1 1 yEX Þ
oxoh∈Hm

2
xh uxhð2Þ 1

ð
e2xhs

2
xhðwÞ dw


 �
oxoh∈H uxhð2Þ 1

ð
e2xhs

2
xhðwÞ dw


 � , (32)

where m2
xh denotes the expected medical expenditure of a type x individ-

ual with health status h for individuals with insurances purchased from
the exchange.
Importantly, in our counterfactual experiments, we recognize that the

changes in the firms’ ESHI offering decisions will affect the availability
and the premium of the spousal health insurance option. Specifically,
as in the benchmark economy, we let the probability of being offered
spousal health insurance for a married male (respectively, female) be
equal to the proportion of the married female (respectively, male) being

(30)

(31)
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offered ESHI—that is, for each xg—which is either a married male or a
married female,

fSP ðxg Þ 5
ox5xg 0oh∈H

ð
e1xhs

1
xhðwÞ dw

oxox5xg 0oh∈H uxhðxÞ 1
ð
exxhs

x
xhðwÞ dw


 � , (33)

where xg0 denotes married individuals of opposite gender. In (33), the
numerator is the measure of workers of type xg0 who have their own ESHI
(x 5 1), and the denominator is the total measure of type xg0 workers in
the economy. In addition, the spousal insurance premium is equated to
the average medical expenditure of the individuals with spousal health
insurance, given by

RSP 5
oxoh∈Hm

4
xh uxhð4Þ 1

ð
e4xhs

4
xhðwÞ dw


 �
oxoh∈H uxhð4Þ 1

ð
e4xhs

4
xhðwÞ dw


 � : (34)

The steady-state equilibrium for the postreform economy can be de-
fined analogous to that for our benchmark model in section III.C.4 and
is provided in appendix G.
Numerical algorithm to solve the equilibrium.—We use numerical methods

to solve the equilibrium. The basic iteration procedure to solve the equi-
librium for the counterfactual environment remains the same as the one
used to solve the benchmarkmodel, but an important change is that now
we need to find the fixed point of not only (wh0

1

*0ðpÞ, w*1
h0
1
ðpÞ, D(p)) but also

REX, RSP, and fSP(xg), the premiums in insurance exchange, the premium
for spousal insurance, and the offer probability of spousal insurance, re-
spectively. A technical complication is that the size-dependent employer
mandate may lead to the presence of a mass point in the wage offer dis-
tribution: firms not offering ESHImay not want to hire slightlymore than
50 workers to avoid paying the employer-mandate penalty PE(n). In ap-
pendix G, we discuss how we can address this issue numerically to solve
for the equilibrium in this environment.
B. Parameterization of the Counterfactual Policies
Before we conduct counterfactual experiments to evaluate the effect of
ACA and its components, we need to address several issues regarding
how to introduce the specifics of the ACAprovisions into ourmodel, such
as thepenalties associatedwith the individual and employermandates and
the premium subsidies. First, we estimated our model using data sets in
2004–7, while the ACApolicy parameters were chosen to suit the economy
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in 2011. However, the US health care sector has a very different growth
rate than that of the overall GDP; in particular, there have been substantial
increases inmedical care costs relative to GDP. Thus, we need to appropri-
ately adjust the policy parameters in the ACA to make them more in line
with the US economy around 2007. Second, the amount of penalties and
subsidies are defined as annual level, while our model period is 4 months.
We simply divide all monetary units in the ACA by three to obtain the ap-
plicable number for a 4-month period. Third, we need to decide on the
magnitude of the loading factor yEX that appeared in (32) that is applica-
ble in the insurance exchange.We calibrate yEX based on the ACA require-
ment that all insurance sold in the exchange must satisfy the ACA regula-
tion that the medical loss ratio must be at least 80%. This implies that
yEX 5 0:25, which is lower than our estimate about pre-ACA individual in-
surance loading factor yII 5 0:69.76

Below we present the ACA provisions for penalties associated with the
individual and employer mandates and the income-based premium sub-
sidies. In appendix H, we describe how we translate the ACA provisions
for 2011 into applicable formulas for our 2007 economy.
Penalties associated with individual mandate.—The exact stipulation of

the penalty in the ACA if an individual does not show proof of insurance
(from 2016 onward, when the law is fully implemented) is that individ-
uals without health insurance coverage pay a tax penalty of the greater
of $695 per year or 2.5% of the taxable income above the tax filing thresh-
old (TFT), which can be written as

PACA
W yð Þ 5 max 0:025 � y 2 TFT_2011ð Þ, $695f g, (35)

where y denotes annual income.
Penalties associated with employer mandate.—The ACA stipulates that em-

ployers with 50 or more full-time employees that do not offer health in-
surance coverage will be assessed each year a penalty of $2,000 per full-
time employee, excluding the first 30 employees from the assessment.
That is,

PACA
E nð Þ 5

n 2 30ð Þ � $2,000 if  n ≥ 50,

0 otherwise:

(
(36)

Income-based premium subsidies.—The ACA stipulates that premium sub-
sidies for purchasing health insurance from the exchange are available if
an individual’s income is less than 400% of the FPL, denoted by FPL400.77
76 The medical loss ratio is the ratio of the total claim costs that the insurance company
incurs to the total insurance premium collected from participants. The medical loss ratio
implied by (32) is simply 1=ð1 1 yEX Þ; thus, an 80% medical loss ratio corresponds to
yEX 5 0:25. The ACA requires that yEX ≤ 0:25.

77 We assume that the FPL is defined as single person. In 2007, it is $10,210 annually.
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The premium subsidies are set on a sliding scale such that the premium
contributions are limited to a certain percentage of income for specified
income levels. If an individual’s income is at 138% of the FPL, denoted by
FPL138, premium subsidies will be provided so that the individual’s con-
tribution to the premium is equal to 3.5% of his or her income; when an
individual’s income is at FPL400, his premium contribution is set to be
9.5% of the income. When his or her income is below FPL138, he or she
will receive insurance with zero premium contribution through Medicaid.
If his or her income is above FPL400, he or she is no longer eligible for pre-
mium subsidies. Note that the premium subsidy rule as described in the
ACA creates a discontinuity at FPL138: individuals with income below
FPL138 receive free Medicaid, but those at or slightly above FPL138 have
to contribute at least 3.5% of their income to health insurance purchase
from the exchange. To avoid this discontinuity issue, we instead adopt a
slightly modified premium support formula as follows:

SUBACA y, REXð Þ

5
max

REX 2



0:035F

y 2 FPL140

jSUB

� �
1 0:06

y 2 FPL138ð Þ
FPL400 2 FPL138

�
y,  0

8>>>><>>>>:

9>>>>=>>>>; if  y ∈ FPL138, FPL400ð Þ,

0 otherwise,

8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:

(37)

where y denotes the annual income and REX denotes the annual premium
for health insurance in the exchange. According to (37), the individual
contribution to insurance premium will be close to zero when his or her
income is close to 138% of the FPL, similar to those who receive free Med-
icaid, as long as the smoothing parameter jSUB is small.78 Subsequently, as
income rises, the individual’s maximum premium contribution increases
toward 3.5% quickly, and then the individual contribution to insurance
premium increases up to 9.5% when his or her income is at 400% of the
FPL.
Finally, we capture the Medicaid expansion under the ACA to modify

the Medicaid eligibility probabilities for the employed and the unem-
ployed to be as follows:

f e,ACA
M ðx, yÞ 5 1 if  y ≤ FPL138,

f u,ACA
M ðxÞ 5 1:

(37)
78 Note that in (37), 0.035 is multiplied by Fððy 2 FPL140Þ=jSUBÞ, which will be close to
zero when y is close to FPL138 and jSUB is sufficiently small. We need to set jSUB to ensure
that it will not create convexity to the firm’s problem. Eventually, we chose jSUB 5 0:01, but
we find that our main results are robust for a range of reasonable choices of jSUB. One can
also specify the subsidies as the polynomial function of premium and income.
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That is, the employed will be eligible for Medicaid if their income is be-
low FPL138, and all the unemployed are eligible for Medicaid with prob-
ability one.79
C. Results from Counterfactual Experiments
In this section, we report results from several counterfactual experiments.80

First, we report results from the steady-state equilibrium when the ACA is
fully implemented. We note that, even though components of the ACA
were implemented from 2014, the full version of the ACA was never fully
implemented, and it is unlikely that the early impact of theACAwould com-
pletely resemble the steady-state results of the ACA. We also compare our
model’s steady-state prediction with the ACA’s early impact. Second, we
evaluate several reform proposals to the ACA. In particular, we evaluate
“ACA without individual mandate” and “ACA without the employer man-
date.” “ACA without individual mandate” is an important variation of the
ACA because the individual mandate of the ACA was repealed by the Tax
Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, even though the full ACA was not. “ACAwithout
the employer mandate” is important because the employer mandate has
been, and likely will be again, challenged in court. Third, we conduct a se-
ries of additional counterfactual experiments to understand the effects of
the various components of the ACA. In the last two counterfactual experi-
ments, we consider the role of the ESHI itself and the role of the tax exemp-
tion of ESHI premiums in the US health insurance system.
1. Evaluating the Full Implementation of the ACA
One of the main goals for the ACA is to reduce the fraction of the US
population that does not have insurance (i.e., the uninsured rate). In col-
umns 1 and 2 in table 16, we respectively report results from the pre-ACA
economy (which we refer to as the benchmark economy) and the ACA.
For ease of reading table 16, we divide the statistics into two subgroups.
The first subgroup is referred to as the “key labormarket statistics,” includ-
ing ESHI offering rates, unemployment rate, and average wages, and the
second subgroup is the distribution of the population in different health
insurance categories; the third group reports the equilibrium premium
in the health insurance exchange.
Benchmark.—In column 1, we show that the steady state of our estimated

benchmark economy—that is, the pre-ACA environment—exhibits the
79 We will also analyze the partial Medicaid expansion in sec. VIII.C.2.
80 We focus on reporting the results related to the uninsured rate, welfare, and govern-

ment budget balances. Additional results on the effect of the ACA and its variations on other
interesting statistics, such as overall productivity, average health, wage, firm size distribution,
health expenditures, etc., are available upon request.
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patterns we discuss in the introduction. It shows that 93.5% of the firms
with more than 50 workers offer ESHI to their workers, in contrast to
48.0%of the firms with fewer than 50 workers. Overall, 52.5% of the firms
will offer ESHI to their workers. The average 4-month wage of the em-
ployed workers working in firms offering ESHI is about $10,700, while
that for workers in firms not offering ESHI is $7,980. The steady-state un-
employment rate is 7.9%. It also shows that the uninsured rate among the
population we study is about 21.3% overall; the fractions of individuals
who have their own ESHI, private individual insurance, Medicaid, and
spousal coverage are 59.5%, 3.4%, 5.0%, and 10.8%, respectively. These
patterns match those in the data.
Full implementation of the ACA.—Column 2 reports the counterfactual

results from the ACA. We find that the overall fraction of firms offering
TABLE 16
Counterfactual Policy Experiments: Key Statistics under the Benchmark Model,

the ACA, and Other Health Care Reform Proposals

Benchmark
(1)

ACA
(2)

ACA
without

Individual
Mandate

(3)

ACA
without
Employer
Mandate

(4)

ACA
without
Premium
Subsidy
(5)

A. Labor market statistics:
Fraction of firms offering ESHI .525 .459 .419 .438 .564
(If firm size is at least 50) .935 .989 .965 .918 .998
(If firm size is fewer than 50) .480 .400 .357 .383 .515

Unemployment rate .079 .079 .079 .079 .078
Average wages of the employed .989 .992 .997 .995 .969
(Among firms offering ESHI) 1.070 1.110 1.126 1.109 1.045
(Among firms not offering

ESHI) .798 .766 .798 .797 .701
B. Distribution of health insurance

status:
Uninsured .213 .066 .114 .075 .157
ESHI .595 .580 .536 .555 .681
Individual insurance .034 .112 .098 .121 .000
Medicaid .050 .099 .102 .101 .037
Spousal insurance .108 .143 .150 .147 .125

Premium in exchange
($10,000) NA .150 .175 .151 .419

C. Worker’s utility, firm profit,
and government expenditure
and revenues ($10,000):

Average worker utility
(consumption equivalent) .597 .611 .610 .610 .602

Average firm profit .572 .579 .577 .578 .580
Average tax subsidies to ESHI .021 .020 .018 .019 .023
Average exchange/Medicaid
subsidies .005 .021 .022 .021 .004

Revenue from penalties .000 .001 .0002 .002 .003
Note.—Panel C values are per capita and expressed at the 4-month level. NA 5 not
applicable.
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ESHI declines from 52.5% under the benchmark to about 45.9% under
the ACA. Of course, because of the employer mandate for firms with 50
or more workers, the ESHI offering rates for these large firms increase
from 93.5% in the benchmark to over 98.9% under the ACA; however,
the ESHI offering rate for firms with fewer than 50 workers decreases sig-
nificantly from 48.0% under the benchmark to 40.0% under the ACA.
The steady-state unemployment rate stays about the same under the ACA
as that under the benchmark. The average 4-month wage of the workers
in firms offering ESHI has a slight increase from $10,700 to $11,100,
while that for workers in firms not offering ESHI experiences a slight de-
crease from $7,980 to $7,660; overall, the average wage of the employed
worker has a slight increase from $9,890 to $9,920.
Importantly, we find that the uninsured rate under the ACA will be

significantly reduced when all features of the ACA are fully phased in.
The uninsured rate is predicted to be 6.6%. Notably, the fraction of the
population with individual insurance increased from 3.4% in the pre-
ACA benchmark to 11.2% under the ACA.81 This represents the largest
source of the drop in the uninsured rate under the ACA. The second im-
portant source for the reduction in the uninsured rate is Medicaid, as the
fraction of the population covered by Medicaid increases from 5.0% in
the benchmark to 9.90% under the ACA. Notably, the fraction of indi-
viduals covered by their own ESHI slightly dropped from 59.5% in the
benchmark to 58.5% under the ACA. The sizable drop of ESHI offer rate
among small firms shifts insurance status of theirmarried employees from
their own ESHI coverage toward the spousal coverage, contributing to an
increase in the overall spousal coverage from 10.8% in the benchmark to
14.3% under the ACA. Thus, the overall impact on the ESHI coverage is
very small: 72.4% under the ACA, while it is 70.3% in the benchmark.
To understand the reasons for the decline of the ESHI offering rate of

the small firms, it is useful to study how the ACA affects the adverse selec-
tion differentially for firms of different productivities when they decide
whether to offer ESHI. Table 17 reports simulation results similar to those
in table 15. In table 15, we showed that, in the pre-ACA environment, low-
productivity firms would experience an adverse selection effect if they of-
fered health insurance, in the sense that they will attract a higher fraction
of unhealthy (on the unobservable component) workers among their
new hires than if they did not offer health insurance; in contrast, high-
productivity firms do not experience adverse selection among their new
hires. In table 17, we conduct the same type of numerical exercise under
81 Note that, even though both are called “individual insurance,” the individual insur-
ance in the pre-ACA world differs from that under the ACA in how they are priced: pre-
ACA individual insurance is individually priced according to health, while under the ACA
it is community rated.
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the ACA, and it shows that low-productivity firms no longer suffer from ad-
verse selection in the health of their new hires if they were to offer health
insurance. The reason is very simple: because of the expansion of Medi-
caid and the generous premium subsidies to low-income individuals for
purchasing insurance from the exchange, low-productivity firms are no
longer attracting new hires from a pool with worse unobservable health
under the ACA, which is in stark contrast to the pre-ACA case. Thus,
the ACA levels the playing field for low- and high-productivity firms to of-
fer health insurance in terms of the adverse selection problem. However,
this effect is dwarfed by a countervailing effect: because of the availability
of subsidized health insurance from the exchange, workers’ willingness to
pay for ESHI and the firms’ benefit in terms of increased productivity
from offering ESHI are significantly reduced under the ACA, and the re-
duction is much more pronounced for the low-productivity firms.
2. Early Impact of the ACA: Model vs. Data
Column 2 in table 16 presents the steady-state results when the ACA
is fully implemented, including the full expansion of Medicaid at the
national level. Because of the Supreme Court ruling described in foot-
note 6, the actual implementation of the Medicaid expansion of the
ACA is only partial. To examine how well the model is able to account
for the early impact of the ACA, we report results from a counterfactual
experiment with only partial Medicaid expansion.
Specifically, we evaluate the ACA as implemented in 2015 (which we re-

fer to as “ACA 2015”) and compare the model’s counterfactual predic-
tions with the data. The main differences between ACA 2015 and the full
implementation of the ACA are as follows: (a) only 30 states expanded
Medicaid in ACA 2015; (b) the magnitude of the individual mandate
tax penalties under ACA 2015 is lower than when it is fully phased in; spe-
cifically, instead of PACA

W ðyÞ specified in (35), the individual mandate pen-
alty in 2015 is given by

PACA2015
W yð Þ 5 max 0:02 � y 2 TFT_2011ð Þ, $325f g; (38)
TABLE 17
Adverse Selection Effect under the ACA: Low-Productivity

vs. High-Productivity Firms

Low-Productivity

Firms

High-Productivity

Firms

ESHI No ESHI ESHI No ESHI

Fraction of unhealthy (unobserved)
among new hires .443 .434 .400 .402
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(c) only firms with more than 100 workers are subject to employer man-
date requirements under ACA 2015; specifically, instead of PACA

E ðnÞ spec-
ified in (36), the employer mandate penalty in 2015 is given by

PACA2015
E nð Þ 5

n 2 30ð Þ � $2,000 if  n ≥ 100,

0 otherwise:

(
(39)

It is straightforward to incorporate b and c. To incorporate a without sig-
nificantly complicating our framework, we modify the Medicaid eligibil-
ity probability under ACA 2015 as follows. Let f 30

M represent the propor-
tion of the US population in the 30 states that expanded Medicaid in
2015, and the Medicaid offer probability in ACA 2015 is specified as

f e,ACA2015
M ðx, yÞ 5 max f e

M ðx, yÞ, f 30
M

� �
 if  y ≤ FPL138, (40a)

f u,ACA2015
M ðxÞ 5 max f u

M ðxÞ, f 30
M

� �
, (40b)

where f e
M ðx, yÞ and f u

M ðxÞ denote the probabilities ofMedicaid eligibility in
the pre-ACA benchmark environment as specified in (22) and (23). We
simulate the steady state of our estimated model of the 2004–7 economy
under ACA 2015 using the policies of (38)–(40).82 To compare our coun-
terfactual prediction of the impact of ACA 2015 with the early impact of
the ACA in the data, we focus on the predicted changes from the baseline.
Focusing on the changes instead of the levels is important because, around
the implementation of the ACA, the US economy was just recovering from
the Great Recession. For the early impact of the ACA in the data, we obtain
the statistics of the distribution of the insurance status in the population in
2012 and 2015 from the American Community Survey (ACS) through Inte-
grated Public Use Microdata Series. Note that ACS does not distinguish in-
dividuals’ own ESHI from spousal ESHI, and thus we aggregate both own
and spousal ESHI into the “ESHI” category.
The result is reported in table 18. We find that our model predicts that

the uninsured rate under ACA 2015 decreases by 9.4 percentage points,
from 21.3% to 11.9%; this magnitude of change is largely consistent with
that in the data, where the uninsured rate decreases by 10.6 percentage
points, from 38.6% to 28.0%. Note that the reduction of the uninsured
rate in the data is attributed to an increase in all other insurance options.
Consistent with the data, our model also finds the substantial increase in
both individual and Medicaid coverages. The only difference is that in
82 Note that under ACA 2015, the individuals whose income is below 138% of FPL cannot
obtain subsidies if they buy insurance from the exchange, a situation that is referred to as the
“coverage gap.” This coverage gap creates the possible discontinuities of the worker’s value
function in the sense that there may be a possible jump of the value of employed workers
without ESHI around 138% of FPL. Again, one can deal with this discontinuity by adjusting
the smoothing parameter jSUB and checking the robustness of the results. Based on our ex-
tensive investigation, we do not find this to create significant numerical errors.
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the data, the ESHI rate increased, while our model predicts a slight de-
crease of ESHI from 70.3% to 68.5%. This discrepancy, however, likely re-
flects the impact of the fact that the unemployment rate (shown in the
last row of table 18) decreased in the data from 11.6% in 2012 to 8.0%
in 2015. Overall, we think our model captures the major changes result-
ing from the early impact of the ACA as it is implemented in 2015.
3. Evaluating Health Care Reform Proposals
In this section, we discuss the counterfactual simulation results from sev-
eral proposals to reform the ACA.
ACA without the individual mandate.—The first reform proposal, which

we refer to as “ACA without the individual mandate,” corresponds to
the actual case after the Tax Cut and Jobs Act of 2017 is implemented,
which repeals the individual mandate penalty but keeps the other com-
ponents of the ACA intact. In column 3 of table 16, we report simulation
results from this reform proposal, in a hypothetical environment of the
ACA without the individual mandate—that is, only health insurance ex-
change, premium subsidy, and employer mandate components of ACA
are implemented.
Surprisingly, we find that the ACA without the individual mandate

would also have still significantly reduced the uninsured rate to about
11.4%, which is about 4.8 percentage points higher than under the ACA,
yet it still represents a 9.9 percentage point reduction from the 21.3% un-
insured rate predicted in the benchmark.
The reason for the sizable reduction in the uninsured rate despite the

absence of individual mandate is the generous premium subsidies stipu-
lated under the ACA. Individuals are risk averse, so they would like to pur-
chase insurance if the premium they need to pay out of pocket is suf-
ficiently small. Thus, even in the absence of the individual mandate
penalty, low-wage workers in firms not offering ESHI will continue to
TABLE 18
Early Impact of the ACA: Model vs. Data

Data Model

Pre-ACA (2012) ACA (2015) Pre-ACA (2004–7) ACA (2015)

Uninsured .386 .280 .213 .119
ESHI .480 .521 .703 .685
Individual insurance .037 .071 .034 .118
Medicaid .097 .127 .050 .078
Unemployment rate .116 .080 .079 .079
Note.—In this table, we define the ESHI as the fraction of individuals who have ESHI
either through their own employers or through their spouses. We make this choice be-
cause the ACS data does not distinguish whether the source of ESHI coverage is one’s
own or spousal ESHI.
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buy insurance from the exchange with premium subsidy. In unreported
results, we know that the workers who decide to forego health insurance
when the individual mandate is repealed tend to be those who work in
firms with medium wages and who are healthy. These account for the
1.4 percentage point decline in the individual insurance coverage under
ACA without individual mandate relative to the full ACA. Because those
who decided to go uninsured when there is no individual mandate are
precisely those who are healthy, their absence in the exchange exacer-
bates the adverse selection problem, leading to a substantial increase
in the premium in the exchange (from $1,500 under the ACA to $1,750
in the ACA without individual mandate).
Column 3 also shows that repealing the individual mandate of the ACA

will result in a substantial reduction of the fraction of firms that offer ESHI,
especially for firms with fewer than 50 workers. The reason is very simple: in
our model, firms are trying to attract workers by offering compensation
packages that are valuable to the workers; in the absence of individualman-
date, offering ESHI becomes less valuable to the workers than under the
full ACA. Note, however, that the average wages of workers increase when
there is no individual mandate penalty, particularly in firms not offering
ESHI.
ACAwithout the employer mandate.—The second reformproposal is “ACA

without the employer mandate.” The employer mandate in the ACA has
been very contentious. The Obama administration twice delayed its im-
plementation. The first delay exempted all firms from the employerman-
date penalty in 2014; the second delay exempted all employers with 50–
99 workers from the employer mandate penalty in 2015.83 What would
happen if the employer mandate component were eliminated from the
ACA? This would roughly correspond to a health care system in the spirit
of what is implemented in the Netherlands and Switzerland, where indi-
viduals are mandated to purchase insurance from the private insurance
market, employers are not required to offer health insurance to their
workers, and government subsidizes health care for the poor on a grad-
uated basis.84

In column 4 of table 16, we report the results from the counterfactual
experiment ACA without employer mandate. Surprisingly, we find that
such a system without employer mandate only slightly increases the unin-
sured rate relative to the full version of the ACA. We find that the unin-
sured rate under this ACA without employer mandate system would be
about 7.5%, just 0.9 percentage points higher than the 6.6% uninsured
83 See http://obamacarefacts.com/obamacare-employer-mandate.
84 Strictly speaking, the Swiss health care system expressly forbids employers from

providing basic social health insurance as a benefit of employment, though employers
can provide supplemental health insurance to their workers. See Fijolek (2012, 8) for a
description.
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rate predicted under the full ACA. The reasons for the somewhat surpris-
ing finding are as follows. First, eliminating the employer mandate de-
creases the ESHI offer rate of large firms, and the large firms tend to be
the firms paying higher wages. Since the willingness to pay for health in-
surance is higher for high-income individuals, partly because of the indi-
vidual mandate penalty, the employees in large firms that do not offer
ESHI are likely to purchase health insurance from the exchange, thus off-
setting the effect from the reduction of the ESHI offering rate on the un-
insured rate. Note that when the large firms reduce their ESHI offering
rate in the absence of employer mandate penalty, it has a ripple effect
on the small firms’ incentives to offer ESHI as well. There are two reasons
for this. First, the adverse selection problem faced by the smaller firms of-
fering ESHI is somewhat exacerbated when the larger firms offer ESHI at
a lower rate. Second, the workers in the larger firms tend to be healthier,
so their purchase of insurance from the exchange tends to lower the pre-
mium in the exchange, everything else equal. Because of these forces, the
smaller firms’ ESHI offering rate is also slightly reduced under ACA with-
out employer mandate. However, the reduction in the ESHI offering rate
is nearly compensated by the increase in the insurance purchase from the
exchange—which likely will result in more premium subsidy by the gov-
ernment—and an increase in the utilization of spousal insurance. In equi-
librium, the premium in the exchange stays almost identical to that under
the full ACA.
ACA without premium subsidy.—The issue of whether the US Internal

Revenue Service may permissibly promulgate regulations to extend tax
credit subsidies to insurance coverage purchased through exchanges es-
tablished by the federal government under section 1321 of the PPACA
was the focus of the US Supreme Court case King v. Burwell. Whether
and howmuch premium subsidies matter for the success of the ACA also
depend on how employers may respond in their ESHI offering decisions
to the premium subsidies.
In column 5 of table 16, we report the results whenwe evaluate theACA

sans the income-based premium subsidies, dropping both subsidies in ex-
change and Medicaid expansion. Relative to the full ACA results re-
ported in column 2, the uninsured rate is much larger, at 15.7%. Essentially
no one participates in the health insurance exchange without premium
subsidy because of adverse selection.85 These results demonstrate that the
premium subsidies are crucial for solving the adverse selection problem
in the insurance exchange and contribute importantly to the substantial
reduction of the uninsured rate achieved under the full ACA. Moreover,
we find that employers respond to the nonfunctioning of the health
85 Note that the fraction of the population in the individual insurance market is tiny,
though it is not literally zero, because of the preference shock for insurance purchase
(see sec. III.A).
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insurance exchange by offering ESHI at a much higher rate, for both
large and small firms.
4. Assessing the Effects of the Components
of the ACA and ESHI
In table 19, we report several counterfactual experiments that would al-
low us to understand the effects of the various components of the ACA.
We also investigate the role of ESHI under the ACA by completely shut-
ting down ESHI.
Health insurance exchange only.—In column 1 of table 19, we report the

equilibrium of the economy, which differs from the benchmark economy
only in that we replace the individual health insurance market in the
benchmark with the ACA-style health insurance exchange. The ACA-style
health insurance exchange differs from the individual insurance market
in the benchmark in terms of pricing regulation, so that it is community
rated under exchange, and the loading factor is now 0.25 instead of 0.69
TABLE 19
Counterfactual Policy Experiments: Evaluation of Various Components

of the ACA and No ESHI

EX
(1)

EX 1
Sub
(2)

EX1
IM
(3)

EX 1
EM
(4)

No ESHI
EX1 Sub1 IM

(5)

A. Labor market statistics:
Fraction of firms offering ESHI .521 .410 .562 .523 .000
(If firm size is at least 50) .980 .828 .990 .996 .000
(If firm size is fewer than 50) .469 .362 .513 .469 .000

Unemployment rate .080 .079 .078 .080 .080
Average wages of the employed .986 1.001 .969 .986 1.045
(Among firms offering ESHI) 1.077 1.116 1.046 1.078 NA
(Among firms not offering ESHI) .745 .845 .707 .733 1.045

B. Distribution of health insurance status:
Uninsured .191 .129 .158 .186 .387
ESHI .632 .507 .680 .639 .000
Individual insurance .000 .107 .000 .000 .427
Medicaid .041 .104 .037 .040 .185
Spousal insurance .136 .153 .126 .135 .000

Premium in EX ($10,000) .425 .175 .426 .414 .160
C. Worker’s utility, firm profit, and govern-

ment expenditure and revenues
($10,000):

Average worker utility (consumption
equivalent) .607 .608 .602 .610 .615

Average firm profit .576 .577 .579 .577 .568
Average tax subsidies to ESHI .022 .018 .023 .022 .000
Average exchange/Medicaid subsidies .004 .023 .004 .004 .053
Revenue from penalties .000 .000 .003 .000 .009
Note.—Panel C values are per capita and expressed at the 4-month level. EM5 employer
mandate; EX5 health insurance exchange; IM5 individual mandate; Sub5 premium sub-
sidy; NA 5 not applicable.
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as estimated in the benchmark economy. It turns out that having an ACA-
style exchange alone does little to the uninsured rate in equilibrium: the
equilibriumuninsured rate under this counterfactual is only slightly lower
relative to the benchmark economy (19.1% vs. 21.3% in the benchmark as
in col. 1 of table 16). Interestingly, the exchange will have almost no par-
ticipants at all because of the adverse selection problem; the 4-month pre-
mium in the exchange is $4,250, more than 2.8 times the premium level
under the full ACA. In other words, only replacing the risk-rated individ-
ual health insurance market in the pre-ACA benchmark by a community-
rated health insurance exchange (albeit one with a much lower loading
cost) essentially eliminates the private individual insurance option for those
who do not receive ESHI. This effect—somewhat perversely—incentivizes
larger firms to offer ESHI at amuchhigher rate: the ESHI offering rate for
firms with more than 50 workers increases from 93.5% in the benchmark
to 98.0% in the exchange counterfactual. As a result, more workers obtain
ESHI either from their own or from their spouses’ employers, resulting in
a slight reduction in the overall uninsured rate.
Health insurance exchange with premium subsidy.—In column 2 of table 19,

we report the results when we introduce health insurance exchange and
health insurance premium subsidies. It shows that the introduction of pre-
mium subsidies and exchange leads to a sizable reduction in the uninsured
rate to about 12.9%. The exchange is quite active, so that 10.7% of indi-
viduals now obtain health insurance from there. However, without em-
ployer mandate, the introduction of exchange and premium subsidies
also leads to a reduction in the probabilities of firms (particularly the large
firms) offering ESHI to their workers: the fraction of firms with 50 or
more workers offering ESHI is now 82.8% in contrast to 98.9% under
the full ACA as reported in column 2 of table 16. Without the individual
mandate, the health insurance exchange is also subject to more severe ad-
verse selection, with healthy individuals who are not eligible for much of
the premium subsidy opting to be uninsured. This drives up the equilib-
rium 4-month premium in the exchange to $1,747, which represents a
16% increase from the $1,502 premium predicted under the full ACA
(again, reported in col. 2 of table 16).
Health insurance exchange with individual mandate.—In column 3 of ta-

ble 19, we report the equilibrium results when we introduce the health in-
surance exchange and individual mandate. As in the “EX only” case in col-
umn 1, adding individual mandate but no premium subsidy, the health
insurance exchange will have almost no participants: the equilibrium pre-
mium in the exchange is even higher than the willingness to pay for insur-
ance for the unhealthy individuals. This indicates that the proposed indi-
vidual mandate alone, at least at the current levels of penalty, is not large
enough to solve the adverse selection problem in the insurance exchange.
Instead, the individual mandate leads more employers to offer health
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insurance: the ESHI offering rate for firms with fewer than 50 workers in-
creases from 46.9% under the exchange to 51.3% under the exchange
with individual mandate and that for firms with 50 or more workers rises
from 98.0% to 99.0%. As a result, the uninsured rate is 15.8% in column 3,
which represents a 3.3 percentage point decrease from column 1. The
fact that the ESHI offering rates increase in this experiment, which im-
poses individual mandate but not employer mandate, is interesting in it-
self, and it is a result of the fact that competition among firms for workers
will result in an internalization of workers’ higher demand for insurance
because of individual mandate in firms’ behavior in equilibriummodels.
Here individual mandate increases the value of ESHI to workers, which
makes offering ESHI a more effective instrument to compete for workers
and in turn leads more firms to offer ESHI in equilibrium.
Health insurance exchange with employer mandate.—In column 4 of ta-

ble 19, we report the results when we introduce the health insurance ex-
change and employer mandate into the benchmark economy. We again
find that the exchange is essentially not active. There is a reduction of
the uninsured rate, from 21.3% in the benchmark to 18.6% in column 4,
but the declines of the uninsured rate aremostly due to the increased prob-
ability of offering ESHI by firms with 50 or more workers.
No employer-sponsored health insurance.—Finally, in column 6 of table 19,

we investigate the effects of eliminating ESHI. This is an interesting exer-
cise, as the United States is the only industrialized nation in which employ-
ers are the main source of health insurance for the working-age popula-
tion. In column 6, we report the results from an experiment where we
prohibit firms from offering ESHI; instead, we introduce the health insur-
ance exchange, individual mandate, and premium subsidies as stipulated
in the ACA.86We find that disallowing ESHI would lead to drastic increases
of the uninsured rate; in fact, our model predicts that the uninsured rate
would reach 38.7%, which is roughlymore than 80%higher than the 21.3%
uninsured rate in the benchmark economy. Insurance premium in ex-
change is $1,596 per 4months, about 6%higher than the $1,502 level un-
der the full ACA. It thus indicates that if there is no ESHI, the proposed
subsidies and individual mandate penalty under the ACA are not large
enough to induce individuals to participate in insurance exchange. Inter-
estingly, our result also suggests that ESHI in fact complements—instead
of hinders—the smooth operations of the health insurance exchange.
5. Role of Tax Exemption of the ESHI Premium
Given the growing federal deficits in the United States, reducing tax
expenditures—tax exemption for the ESHI premium being one of the
86 Of course, as a result of disallowing ESHI, we have to drop the employer mandate of
the ACA.
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major tax expenditure categories—has beenmentioned in several prom-
inent reports.87 In this section, we describe the results from counterfac-
tual experiments where the tax exemption status of the ESHI premium is
eliminated, both under the benchmark model and under the ACA. We
implement this counterfactual as follows. Suppose that a worker works
for a firm that pays wage w and incurs an actuarially fair health insurance
premium R; we let the after-tax income of the worker be T ðw 1 RÞ 2 R
when R is not exempted from personal income tax. In contrast, with tax
exemption of the ESHI premium, the worker’s after-tax income would
have beenT(w), whereT(⋅) is as specified in (3). In addition, firms’payroll
tax tp in (13) will also be applied to the health insurance premium m1

xh.
88

Columns 1 and 3 of table 20 report the same simulation results for the
benchmark and the ACA as reported in columns 1 and 2, respectively, of
table 16 under the current tax exemption status for the ESHI premium. In
column 2, we remove the tax exemption for ESHI under the benchmark
economy. We find that removing the tax exemption increases the unin-
sured rate from 21.3% to 31.8%. The removal of ESHI premium exemp-
tion does significantly reduce the fraction of firms that offer ESHI; this ef-
fect is particularly strong for firms with 50 or more workers, whose ESHI
offering rate decreases from 93.5%under the benchmark with tax exemp-
tion to 61.7% under no exemption. This, of course, is a result of the fact
that workers in large firms are in higher income tax brackets.
In column4, we remove the tax exemption for ESHIunder theACA.We

find that removing the tax exemption increases the uninsured rate from
6.6% to 12.4%. Eliminating tax exemption for ESHI again has a strong
negative effect on the ESHI offering rates for both small and large firms.
Notice that as firms decrease ESHI offering,more workers purchase insur-
ance from the exchange.89

Overall, our findings show that eliminating the tax exemption status for
the ESHI premium will increase the uninsured rate, both under the
benchmark and under the ACA, but the elimination of the tax exemption
of the ESHI premiumdoes not lead to the collapse of the ESHI. In fact, in
table 20, we report that even without the tax exemption for the ESHI pre-
mium, a substantial fraction of the firms will choose to offer health insur-
ance to their workers, both in the benchmark economy and under the
ACA. In the benchmark economy, we find that 32.6% of the firms will still
87 See, e.g., National Commission on Fiscal Responsibility and Reform (2010).
88 The analogous expression for (13) in this counterfactual is now
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89 Note that the model predicts that the fraction of individuals with their own ESHI de-
creases, while the fraction with spousal ESHI coverage increases. As firms’ ESHI offering
rate is reduced, the supply for spousal ESHI is lowered, but the take-up rate of spousal
ESHI increases. The latter effect dominates the former in the counterfactual experiment.
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offer health insurance to their workers when the ESHI premium is no lon-
ger exempt from income taxation. Similarly, 34.2% of the firms will offer
health insurance to their workers under the ACA when the ESHI pre-
mium is not exempt from income taxation. There are several reasons that
firms have strong incentives to offer health insurance to their workers in
our economy. First, workers are risk averse and firms are risk neutral; thus,
firms can enjoy the risk premium by offering health insurance to their
workers. Second, health insurance improves health and healthy workers
are more productive. Thus, firms, particularly those with higher produc-
tivity, will have incentives to offer health insurance to their workers so that
their workforce will be healthier and thus more productive. This mecha-
nism is illustrated in table 15.
6. Welfare Implications
Finally, we briefly discuss the welfare implications of health care reforms in
our model. Panel C of tables 16, 19, and 20 reports a worker’s welfare, a
firm’s profits, and government expenditures and revenues in each coun-
terfactual experiment. We find that the full implementation of the ACA
TABLE 20
Counterfactual Policy Experiments: Evaluating the Effects of Eliminating

the Tax Exemption for EHI Premium under the Benchmark and the ACA

Benchmark ACA

Exempt
(1)

No
Exempt

(2)
Exempt

(3)

No
Exempt

(4)

A. Labor market statistics:
Fraction of firms offering ESHI .525 .326 .459 .342
(If firm size is at least 50) .935 .617 .989 .842
(If firm size is fewer than 50) .480 .290 .400 .278

Unemployment rate .079 .081 .079 .080
Average wages of the employed .989 1.013 .992 1.014
(Among firms offering ESHI) 1.070 1.130 1.110 1.186
(Among firms not offering ESHI) .798 .919 .766 .839

B. Distribution of health insurance status:
Uninsured .213 .318 .066 .124
ESHI .595 .383 .580 .429
Individual insurance .034 .072 .112 .182
Medicaid .050 .057 .099 .115
Spousal insurance .108 .169 .143 .150

C. Worker’s utility, firm profit, and government
expenditure and revenues ($10,000):

Average worker utility (consumption equivalent) .597 .598 .611 .603
Average firm profit .572 .570 .579 .574
Average tax subsidies to ESHI .021 .000 .020 .000
Average exchange/Medicaid subsidies .005 .006 .021 .029
Revenue from penalties .000 .000 .001 .003
Note.—Panel C values are per capita and expressed at the 4-month level.
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increases both workers’ and firms’ welfare with additional government
expenditure. The sum of per capita worker utility and firm profit per
4 months increases by about $220 ([(0.611 2 0.597) 1 (0.579 2 0.572)] �
$10,000), and the per capita net government expenditure increases by
about $140 ([(0.020 1 0.021 2 0.001) 2 (0.021 1 0.005)] � $10,000).
Thus, our experiments indicate that the ACA can lead to amodest welfare
gain overall.
In panel C of table 19, we report the welfare effects of eliminating

ESHI. We find that the sum of a worker’s welfare and a firm’s profit de-
creases by about $70 from that under the full ACA. In addition, the total
government expenditure increases by about $40 from that under the full
ACA. Most of welfare loss is due to the decrease in a firm’s profit. With-
out ESHI, firms can no longer benefit from tax deductibility of ESHI.
However, such a tax saving through the elimination of ESHI generates
significant increases in subsidies in the health insurance exchange. As
a result, the total government expenditure actually increases.
In panel C of table 20, we also report the implications of removing tax

exemption on government expenditures. Under the ACA with tax ex-
emption, we find that the net per capita government expenditure, which
includes the tax expenditure due to the exemption, the premium sub-
sidy, and individual/employer mandate penalties, is about $400; under
the ACA without tax exemption, it is reduced to about $270. This is a de-
cline of $130 per capita per 4 months, which translates to about $390 per
capita per year. Also, note that average worker utility under the ACA with-
out tax exemption is actually higher than that under the benchmark eco-
nomy with tax exemption. Removing tax exemption does have a negative
effect on firms’ average profit: the reduction in firm profits is at about
0.35% ([0.572 2 0.570]/0.570 ≈ 0.35%) in the benchmark and about
0.87% ([0.579 2 0.574]/0.574 ≈ 0.87%) under the ACA.
IX. Conclusion
Wepresent and empirically implement an equilibrium labormarket search
model where risk-averse workers facing medical expenditure shocks are
matched with employers making health insurance coverage decisions.
The distributions of wages, health insurance provisions, employer size,
employment, and worker’s health are all endogenously determined in
equilibrium. We estimate our model using various micro data sources,
including the panel of SIPP, MEPS, and Kaiser. The equilibrium of our
estimated model is largely consistent with the dynamics of the workers’
labormarket experience, health, health insurance, andmedical expendi-
ture, as well as the distributions of employer sizes in the data. We use our
estimated model to examine the impact of the key components of the
2010 ACA, as well as various alternative designs that are central to the
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current policy debates. We also demonstrate that our model is able to
quantitatively account for an early impact of the ACA seen in the data.
We find that the implementation of the full version of the ACA would

significantly reduce the uninsured rate from about 21.3% in the pre-ACA
benchmark economy to 6.6% under the ACA. This large reduction of the
uninsured rate is drivenmainly by low-wage workers participating inMed-
icaid or in the insurance exchange with their premium supported by the
income-based subsidies. We find that income-based premium subsidies
for health insurance purchases from the exchange and Medicaid expan-
sion play an important role for the sustainability of the ACA; if the subsi-
dies were removed from the ACA, the insurance exchange would suffer
from severe adverse selection problems such that it would not be active
at all and the uninsured rate would be around 15.8%.
We find that the ACAwould also have achieved significant reduction in

the uninsured rate if its individual mandate component were removed.
We find in our simulation that under the ACA without the individual
mandate,” the uninsured rate would be 11.4%, significantly lower than
the 21.3% under the benchmark. The Medicaid expansion and the ex-
change premium subsidy component of the ACA would cover all the un-
employed (healthy or unhealthy) and the low-wage employed (again,
both healthy and unhealthy). Interestingly, we find that the employer
mandate does not seem to be an essential feature of the ACA; under
the ACA without the employer mandate, the uninsured rate would be
about 7.5%, just slightly higher than that under the full ACA. If both in-
dividual and employer mandates were removed from the ACA, the unin-
sured rate would be around 12.9% as long as the ACA components of
Medicaid expansion, premium subsidies, and health insurance exchanges
with community rating stayed intact.
We also simulate the effects of removing the tax exemption for the

ESHI premium both under the benchmark and under the ACA. We find
that—while the removal of the tax exemption for the ESHI premium
would reduce but not eliminate the incentives of firms, especially the
larger ones, offering health insurance to their workers—the overall effect
on the uninsured rate is modest: we find that the uninsured rate would
increase from 21.3% to 31.8% when the ESHI tax exemption is removed
in the benchmark economy, and it will increase from 6.6% to 12.4% un-
der the ACA. Finally, we find that prohibiting firms from offering ESHI in
the post-ACA environment would lead to a large increase in the unin-
sured rate. It also decreases the total welfare and increases the overall gov-
ernment expenditure. Thus, ESHI complements—instead of hinders—
the smooth operations of the health insurance exchange.
We should emphasize that our paper is only a first step toward under-

standing the mechanism through which the ACA, and more generally
any health insurance reform, may influence labor market equilibrium.
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We estimated our model using a selected sample of individuals with rel-
atively homogeneous skills (with no more than high school education
between ages 26 and 46), and thus our quantitative findings may be valid
only for this population. Thus, the quantitative results we present in this
paper should be understood with these qualifications in mind.
Nevertheless, the framework developed in this paper incorporates all

the relevant features of the US health insurance system for the working-
age population, including ESHI, individual markets, Medicaid, spousal in-
surance, anduncompensated caremodeled as consumptionfloor; as such,
it can serve as a useful starting point for future research on the interaction
between the labor market and the health insurancemarket. Of course, for
specific policy questions it may not be necessary to include all of these fea-
tures. For example, Aizawa (2019) studies the optimal design of health in-
surance exchanges in the labor market sorting equilibrium. Fang and
Shephard (2019) examine how the ACA-like policies affect firms’ incen-
tives to offer an employee-only insurance option in an equilibrium house-
hold searchmodel. In both studies, they model only a subset of the health
insurance system to focus on their key mechanisms.
Finally, there are a number of interesting questions not addressed in

this paper. First, there aremany additional channels through which firms
and workersmight have responded to individual mandates and employer
mandates that we abstracted in this paper; for example, firmsmay change
their choices of production technology in response to the ACA, which
could be interpreted as a formof labormarket regulations. Similarly, firms
may change the composition of part- and full-time workers as well as the
number of job openings in response to the ACA. Incorporating these ad-
ditional channels will allow us a more complete understanding of the gen-
eral equilibrium impacts of health care reforms on aggregate productivity
and employment. Moreover, in this paper we partially incorporated Med-
icaid bymodeling its availability probabilistically, but we did notmodel the
endogenous asset accumulation. Incorporating endogenous asset accu-
mulation to model Medicaid eligibility more realistically will be an impor-
tant but challenging area of research. Finally, it is important to explore the
optimal design of the health insurance system.
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